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MSU student
to appear on
'TV game
show Tuesday

On The Ballet

COUNCIL

Murray, KY 42071

Start! Heart Walk

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wntei
Murra, State University
student is scheduled to
appear on the popular
game show, "Wheel
of
Fortune," on Tuesday.
Sherri York, the postmaster at
the Hazel Post Office. said her
son. Hunter York. would be
competing on the show at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday on Paducah's
WPSD Channel 6. It will air at
the same time on Nashville's
WSMV Channel 4, where
"Wheel" host Pat Sajak was
once an on-air personality York
and her husband, Kerry, live in
Hardin and she said they would
be having a viewing party at the
Benton Country Club to watch
the show.
Sherri said Hunter, who is on
the MSU golf team, went to
Harrah's Casino in Metropolis,
111., to audition and got an email soon after that telling him
he had reached the second phase
of auditions. He had to take a
few tests and solve sorne puzzles and was later sent a letter
inviting him to a taping at Sony
Pictures Studios in Culver City.
Calif.
Sherri said before the family
flew to California, she decided
Hunter needed a blue blazer, so
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Several cases
scheduled for
Circuit Court
on Monday
By TOM t3ERRY
Staff VVriter
wo Calloway County men charged
in connection to the beating death of
Carl Douglas McGowan were
scheduled to face sentencing this morning
in Calloway Circuit Court.
Michael S. Lynch, 28, and Timothy
Adams, 30, both entered an Alford pleas
during previous court action. Lynch pleaded guilty but mentally ill to a charge of
wanton murder as part of a plea agreement
with Cominonwealth's Attorney Mark
Blankenship's office. Under the agreement, Lynch will be sentenced to 25 years
in prison.
Adams also entered an Alford plea. lie
pleaded to second-degree manslaughter
and tampering with evidence in the case.
He, had been charpd with complicity to
murder and tampering with physical evidence. Accoriing to Adam's agreement
with Blankenship, he will be required to
serve a total of 12 years; 10 years on the
manslaughter charge and two for tampering; to run consecutively. Adams had been
on eight years parole stemming from previous charges, it was reported. When
entering an Alford plea. the accused does
not admit guilt but does admit the state
may have evidence to prove the stated
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HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
Participants in the 2010 Calloway County "Start! Heart Walk" depart from Murray State University's CFSB
Center Saturday morning. Below, Kevin Munsey talks about discovering in 2006 that he had a bad aortic valve.
Although he said his warning sign was passing out during a game of racquetball, many people don't get a second chance, and raising money for the Amehcan Heart Association could help a loved one in the future.
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Conway, Paul set
for final debate
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
U.S. Senate candidates are set for their
final television debate Monday night in a
race that's become bitter and personal.
Republican Rand Paul and Democrat
Jack Conway will square off in Lexington
at an event to be broadcast statewide on
Kentucky F.ducational Television. It will
be the fifth debate of their fall campaign.
Paul considered backing out of the final
debate in response to a Conway attack ad,
but the Republican announced late last

Dailv Forecast
By The Associated Press
20
percent
Monday .A
:;hance of showers and thunderstorms before lpm. Partly
sunny, with a high near B4.
Monday night...A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after lam. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 67.
Tuesday...A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Cloudy, with a high near
75.
Night.. Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy, then gradually becoming
mostly clear, with a low around
48. West wind between 3 and 8
mph.
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Fed boss: Regulators
looking at foreclosures
By JEANNINE AVERSA
AP Economics Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal banking regulators are
examining whether mortgage
companies cut comers on their
own procedures when they
moved to foreclose on people's homes, Federal Reserve
Chairrnan Ben Bernanke said
Monday.
Preliminary results of the indepth review into the practices
of the nation's largest mortgage companies are expected
to be released next month,
Bemanke said in remarks prepared for delivery to a housing-finance conference in
Arlington, Va.
"We are katking intensively
at the firms' policies, procedures and internal controls
related to foreclosures and
seeking to determine whether
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BILL WELLS
for MAYOR
- PAW for By BrIl Weits Fohaayor •

systematic weaknesses are
leading to improper foreclosures," Bernanke said. "We
take violation of proper procedures seriously:" he added.
Bemanke's remarks come as
attorneys general in all 50
states plus the District of
Columbia are jointly investigating whether mortgage companies improperly evicted people from their homes. They are
looking into whether paperwork .and legal procedures
were handled properly.
At the same time, staff members at the Fed and other federal agencies are evaluating the
potential effects of the foreclosure debacle en the real-estate
market and on financial institutions. Bernanke said.
Bank of America and Ally

•See Page 2
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TESTING THE WATER: Students from Murray High School, with the assistance of West
Kentucky Community and Technical College student Rachel Keller, at left, collect water
samples at Bee Creek Friday morning during Stormwater Quality Field Day. The City of
Murray's stormwater and drainage engineer, James Oakley, said the city held the educational event with the help of Murray State University, WKCTC. the Four Rivers Watershed
Watch a.nd the National Resources Conservation Service. Students learned about water
quality at three different stations, including the stream chemistry station, pictured here, the
sediment and erosion station and the macroinvertebrates station.
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Monuments destroyed by ice storm restored
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
AYFIELD. Ky. - A western
Kentucky landmark damaged last
year %Oen a tree fell during the ice
storm has been restored and rededicated.
The Wooldridge monuments are a collection of 18 statues at Maplewood Cenietery
in Mayfield which surround the grave of
Col. Henry. Wooldridge. They were damag.ed when a large tree toppled during the
2009 ice storm. knocking heads and other
parts off the structures that served as a
tourist attraction in the small town.
Wooldndge ordered the life-size monuments erected to commemorate himself and
his family. in the late I800s. The figures are
two statues of Wooldridge. one aboard his
horse. Fop, and one standing beside a

M

lectern, his mother: his four brothers. his
75 people including descendants of the
three sisters: his two favorite great-nreces,
Wooldndge family.
his two favorite hounds. Tow-Head and
Edgar Wooldridge Turner came from
Bob: a deer: a fox. Wooldridge's sarcophaMemphis, Tenn.. to participate in the ceregus: and a memorial pillar commemorating
mony to reopen the tourist attraction.
the family.
"I think it's an absolutely beautiful disWooldridge died in 1899 and is the only
play." said Tumer. great-great-great-greatperson buried in the plot. He never married. grandson of lieziah Wooldndge
and greatNow. the monuments are listed on the
great-great-grandson of Alfred Nicholas
National Register of Historic Places and
Wooldridge. who are featured in the monuhave been featured in books and once on
ments.
the television shovv. "Ripley's Believe It or
Mayor Arthur Byrn said the ice storm hit
Not."
the city hard leaving many without power.
Only. the statues of his sisters and a
but finding the broken monuments "just cut
hound weren't damaged.
out our hearts."
The Paducah Sun reports the restored
He said the restored monuments are
monuments were unveiled Thursday during 'symbolic of the complete
healing from the
a rededication ceremony attended by about
ice storni for this city."

Pictured are the monuments in an early photO.

II Several cases scheduled for Circuit Court...
From Front
charge.
Also. five individuals charged
with crimes in connection with
the shooting of Nlurray businessman Chuck Wynn are
scheduled for status hearings.
Set to appear are Terrence Silas.
20. Cortez Beckman, 32. Monta
Harper, 25, Laken Knight. 18,
all of Murray. and Haley Petty.
18. of Sharon. Tenn.
Silas, Beckman. Harper.
Knight and Petty. are accused of
alleged direct or indirect
involvement
in
invading
Wynn's home on Robin Hood
Lane shortly after midnight on

July 13. Silas and Beckman facilitation to first-degree burallegedly heat Wynn and glary and facilitation to first demanded money after entering degree robbery. Harper is
the home. A shooting reportedly charged with tampering with
broke out between the victim physical evidence after the fact.
and the alleged assailants when
Wynn produced a 357-caliber
Also, an Evansville. Ind., man
pistol from his truck and fired. who has pleaded innocent to
according to police. Both Wynn, raping and sodomizing a female
owner of Pagliai's Pizza & Murray State University student
Italian Restaurant. and Silas suf- last month. is set for a status
fered gunshot wounds during hearing.
the incident.
Brandon S. McManorny. 23,
Silas is charged with attempt- pleaded not guilty to charges of
ed murder. first-degree burglary first-degree rape, first-degree
and first-degree robbery in the sodomy, kidnapping, firstcase. Beckman is facing the degree assault and violation of
same charges while Knight and
emergency
Petty are both charged with protective/domestic violence
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,

,

From Front

loans that they didn't understand and bought homes that
Financial
Inc.'s
GMAC
couldn't afford.
Mortgage have resumed pro- they
a result, foreclosures have
As
cessing foreclosures, after halting them temporarily. to review. soared to record highs. It's one
documents. Both lender face of the negative forces restrainallegations that einployees ing the economy's ability to get
signed but didn't read fort-clo- back on sounder footing.
sure documents that may have
Now more than 20 percent ot
contained errors. Other compatxtrrowers owe more than their
nies. including PNC Financial
Services Inc. and JPMorgan. home is worth. and an additionhave halted tens of thousands of al 33 percent have equity cushforeclosures after similar prac- ions of 10 percent of less, puttices became public.
ting them at risk should house
Dubious mortgage practices prices decline much further,
and lax lending standards were
Bernanke said.
blamed for contributing to a
"With housing markets still
, housing bubble that eventually
burst and thrust the economy weak. high levels of mortgage
from 2007-2009 into the worst distress may well prsist for
recession since the 1930s. some time to come," Bernanke
Many Americans took out home warned.

ment. McManomy is accused of
attacking the victim on university grounds on Aug. 31. He was
arrested in Indiana following an
investigation by the Murray
Police Department. McManomy
remains in Calloway County
Jail under a $100,000 bond.
The court's docket is subject to
change and the accused may or
may not appear in court.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.

Lane restriction slated
for 1-24 near Cadiz

Corher of, 4th & Poplar Streets• Murray • 270-753-9586

1992 GMC King Cab Stepside Truck. Sharp
1998 Chevrolet Malibu. V-6. Black'
2001,Ford Taurus. Nice
1998 Chevrolet Luriltna, White
2001'PT Cruiser, Good tvtiles
1999 PontracGran Prix
•
:1998 Chevrolet Cavalier Great Gas Mileage_
1998 Jeep Cherokee V-8 4x4. tVloorr Roof
1993 Saturn Dependable
)994 Ford Escort
,
1994 Ford Ranger. 5 Speed

III Foreclosures...

order during a previous arraign-

$3,600
$1,800.
S2,950
$2,950
$3.900
S3,000
S2,400
S2,950
$1,999
$1,300.
' $2,500

Now Selling Tombstones
Check Our Prices Before Buying!

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to restrict
traffic to one lane on Interstate
24 eastbound in Trigg County
on Wednesday.
The work is to allow deck
repairs on a railroad over pass.

•Final debate...
From Front
week that he will go ahead with
the final head-to-head meeting.
Paul has objected to an ad
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CITY COUNCIL
.32 yrs Experience wif.ocal Units of Gov't.
*Retired Murray City Administrator(13-Vrs.)
*Oversaw lp City Departments
*Managed S28.000.004100 Bodget
•Spc•cialized in Obtaining Grant FunOing
*Current Member Board of Directors. PADD
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I have been. and
continue to be.
a positive voice for Murray.
Paid for

by

Don EnaS

that included an anonymous
accusation that he worshipped a
god called "Aqua Buddha" durine college and that he was a
member of a secret campus
society that mocked Christians.
Paul denounced the claims as
false.
The two rivals are vying for
the seat of GOP Sen. Jim
Bunning, who is retiring.

Storms bnng down power
lines, cause house fire
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (API Thunderstorms rolling through
Tennessee have blown down limbs
and trees and sparked a house fire.
In southeastern Tennessee,
WDEF-TV in Chattanooga report
60-mph winds were moving
through the area this moming.
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A eange of services to meet the neei ds
of women at every stage of
e.
OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER AVVARFNESS MONTH, AND
MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES IS HERE TO CARE FOR
THE VVOMEN iN YOUR LIFE

VVE OFFER A FULL RANGE OF

WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS
WALK-INS ACCEPTED

SERVICES TO MEET ALL OF YOUR HEALTHCARE NEEDS
EVERY DAY CF THE VVEEK

BECAUSE AT MURRAY MEDICAL
ASSOCIATES THE VVELLNESS OF OUR PATiENTS COMES FIRST

A Proud Supporter of Breast Cancer Awareness

(.);-)7:11 D;11

270.753.0704
MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

BOARD CERTIFIED PHYSICIANS
•
•
•
•
300

Tiche Allen, MD
Steven Bumb, MD Richard Crouch, MD
Dana Alexander, ARNP

SOUTH 8 TH STREET • SUITE

480 VVEsT •

•
•
•
•
MURRAY.

Nicole Dicliinson, MD.
Alison Johnson Ford, MD
William Robinson, MD
Lyn Ryan, ARNP
KY 4 207 1 •

WVVW.MURRAYPHYSICIANS.COM
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By SUM BORENSTE1N
AP Science Wrrter
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Astronomers believe they've
found the oldest thing they've
ever seen in the universe: It's a
galaxy far, far avvay from a time
long, long ago.
Hidden in a Hubb:e Space
Telescope photo released earlier
this year is a small smudge of
light that European astronomers
now calculate is a galaxy from
13.1 billion years ago. That's a
time when the universe was very
young. just shy of 600 million
ears old. That would make it the
earliest and most distant galaxy
seen so far.
By now the galaxy is so ancient
it probably doesn't exist in its earlier form and has already merged
into bigger neighbors. said
Matthew Lehnen of the Paris
Observatory, lead author of the
study
published
online
Wednesday in the journal Nature.
"We're looking at the universe
when it was a 20th of its current
age," said California Institute of
Technology astronomy professor
Richard Ellis, who wasn't part of
the discovery team. "In human
terms, we're looking at a 4-yearold boy in the life span of an
adult."
While Ellis finds the basis for
the study "pretty good," there
have been other claims about the
age of distant space objects that
have not held up to scrutiny. And
some experts have questions
about this one. But even the skeptics praised the study as important
and interesting.
The European astronomers calculated the age after 16 hours ot
observations from a telescope in
Chile that looked ar. light signatures of cooling hydrogen gas.
Earlier this year, astronomers
had made a general estimate ot
600 to 800 million years after the
Rig Bang for the most distare
fuzzy points of light in the
Hubble photograph. which was
presented at an astronomy meeting back in January.

Kentucky

News In Brief
Rain falling, more coming to Kentucky
JACKSON. Ky.(AP) -- Welcome rain has been falling in
Kentucky. The heaviest of it is along the Tennessee border.
National Weather Service forecaster Tony Edwards in Jackson
says about 1 1/4 inches had fallen by dawn Monday near
Monticello. Another quarter-inch was likely.
At sunrise. most of the rain extended eastward from Bowling
Green through Somerset, Corbin and northward to Lexington.
There has been no severe weather reported overnight in
Kentucky.
A cold front that will push into the Bluegrass State on Tuesday
will bring gusty winds and rain.
Edwards says there's an increased chance of a severe weather
outbreak when the front arrives

Campfire sparks blaze in Red River Gorge
SLADE. Ky (AP) — Wild tires in the Red River Gorge Area
have prompted forest rangers to close off a popular hiking section.
Daniel Boone National Forest supervisor Frank Beum issued an
emergency closure order for the Auxier Ridge area Sunday moming. Beum says the area was closed for safety reasons, since the
path of a wild fire can be unpredictable.
Officials say an illegal camp fire caused the blaze. Camp fires
have been banned in the forest and at Red River Gorge.
Forest officials also closed Tunnel Ridge Road, along with a section of Kentucky 77 from Nada Tunnel to the Red River.

Anthony Epps arrested on DUI charge
LEBANON, Ky.(AP) — Former Kentucky basketball player
Anthony Epps has been arrested in central Kentucky' on a charge
of driving under the influence.
Epps, who played guard at the University of Kentucky in the
mid-1990s, was stopped by Lebanon police early Saturday morning. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports Epps failed normal
sobriety tests during the arrest.
Lebanon Police Sgt. Greg Young says Epps refused a breath test
and was taken to the Marion County Detention Center.
Epps, 35. was hired as Marion County' boys' basketball coach in
April. As a player he led the school to the 1993 state championship.

II Game show...
From Front
she went to Angels Attic Thrift
Shop to buy; one for him. Angels
Attic Manager Mike Crook said
Ile and the other employees
were excited when she told
them the jacket would likely
appear on the show.
Hunter said he and his family
flew out to California on Sept.
23 and went sight-seeing, getting his firm look at the Pacific
Ocean. The next day. he went to
the studio. where the production
crew was scheduled to record
six shows in a row. Hunter said
he was in the third show. He
said it felt kind of strange being
sealed off and he couldn't use
electronic devices or leave the
room unaccompanied.
After waiting for the first two
shows to finish, Hunter and the
other contestants went to the set.
which was decorated for
Halloween. Before the taping.
they practiced spinning the
wheel and got to meet Vanna
White. Hunter said he thought it
was interesting seeing the set
and how small it and the studio
audience is in person compared
to how it looks on television. He
said it was also fascinating to
how tightly choreographed the
tapings are to keep things running smoothly. After the episode
was finished. the crew broke for
lunch and the Yorks went back

to the hotel before checking out
the Walk of Fame on
Hollywood Boulevard, he said.
Sherri said the interaction
between Hunter and Sajak was
fun to watch. While she didn't
know if anything they said
would he edited out of the
broadcast. Sajak :asked Hunter
about going to school in
Murray, where Sajak used to
work in radio. She said he
talked about how MSU's mascot
used
to
be
the
Thoroughbreds instead of the
Racers.
The Yorks couldn't talk about
how Hunter did on the show. but
anyone interested can watch at
6:30 toniorrow.

Hunter York
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Greg Tayior
Murray City Council
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2 who bolted from central Ky. courthouse caught
RICHMOND, Ky..(AP)-- A second man who bolted from the
Madison County Courthouse is back in police custody
WKYT-TV in Lexington quoted Madison County Sheriff's
Office officials,, who said 19-year-old Tony' Gay surrendered to
authorities on Sunday.
Gay and 18-year-old Channing Roberts escaped from the courthouse in Richmond following hearing3 on Thursday. Roberts was
apprehended Friday afternoon.
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VOTE MELVIN HENLEY NOV. 2nd
STATE REPRESENTATIVE 5TH DISTRICT
•Endorsed by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
•A Leader with a proven record of success
•A I—lader with common sense and rock-hard values
eA Leader who has gained the respect of members of both parties
eA Leader who has brought back funding for Local Water and Sewer
projects, Murray State funding,funding for veterans and teachers
•Serves on many committees vital to the welfare of Calloway County:
Transportation, Economic Development, Higher Education Budget
Review Subcommittee of Appropriations and Revenue, Chair of the
Capital Projects Budget Review Board, State Government, Elections
and Constitutional Amendments

A LEADER COMMITTED TO SERVE
PUBLIC SERVICE IS NOT A GAME
The Vision and Values that
Citizens of the 5th District Deserve
Over two decades ofexperience in
Economic Development, helping to bring
jobs to Murray and Calloway County
(

Paid for by Melvin Henley,(andidate
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Make sure and
vote everyone
By Martha Randolph Carr
Cagle News Service
The upcoming elections all
have one thing in common.
There's a higher than average
level of hysteria about what it
all means. The constant analysis fiom every- corner of the
media and the steady stream
of TN' ads is wearing us all
out. Instead of making for a
richer discussion about health
care. nev: iobs or imnugration
we've gotten bogged down in
mass worry-.
We are spending a lot of
time thinking about what's not
happening.
The question that the media
and politicians want to stir up
isn't about solving what's right
in front of us but an openended query about whether or
not we can stop unknown catastrophes in the future. There's
a list of tempting choices like
possible terrorists on our soil
or Wall Street running amok
or health Can being denied to
seniors.
That one about Wall Streez
gives me a pause occasionally.
However. we can only create change in the day that
we're actually in by taking the
next small step in front of us.
Looking out at the horizon and
worrying generally leads to
doing nothing at all. Besides,
most of what we fret about never
actually happens.
Even worse, while we were
so busy trying to prognosticate we miss opportunities to
build something that would
irnprove. enrich and stretch the
boundaries of our communities
for the better.
Imagine if all of those early
pioneers had first worried about
what might happen when heading westward. They'd never
have left at all.
If we were to just insist
that the topics be kept to what
each politician plans to do next
we•d finally have a clearer picture of where they actually stand
on each issue. It•d probably'
be more boring but good government isn't supposed to be
entertaining.
It's not too late to step back
and take a look at where each
candidate in your area stands
on the issues that matter to
you. Go to their individual web
sites and start reading. Pay
careful attention to whether or

not there are any quantifiable
suggestions about how they plan
to accomplish the tasks. Or are
there loads of broad statements
about what could go wrong or
how things ought to look without any specifics from them
on how they'll accomplish their
goals.
We don't need a lot of
details but get enough to see
if the candidate really knows
how to handle the role. That
would be a minimum in a job
interview. If any of the rest
of us was asked in an interview how we'd strengthen the
bottom line anti all we said
was losing market share was
bad for business. we'd be shown
the door.
Yet, somehow. we get turned
around by the pundits and
attack ads till we are so worried about what's not actually
happening that we forget to
ask the right questions.
So, with the two weeks we
have left. visit your candidates'
web sites and bring along a
few questions that apply specifically to your current situation.
Look for answers on health
:are that you need to know
for the upcoming year and see
if they have specific steps to
a solution.
Take the same approach to
making sure the infrastructure
such as roads and schools are
up to date and reliable. We
can even use the same process
to determine if there's any kind
of reasonable steps to create
new jobs or are they only'
pointing out we need them.
Thanks, we already knew
that one.
Then, prioritize the list in
order of what needs doing most.
Every family knows that there
may be a long list but they'
can't all get done at once for
a variety of reasons. One of
the biggest is the budget.
Ask where the money is coming from to pay for all of it.
Don't get distracted by. the
alarmists who insist that we
need to do it now and can
worry about paying for it later.
Take into consideration how
each decision will affect the
community right around you.
Armed with that much information you'll be able to tum
off your TV for awhile and
go hang out with friends and
family instead. Make sure and
vote everyone.
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Mayfield dispute, civil rights and heating costs
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.,
The issues in a zoning battle now taking place in the
western Kentucky town of Mayfield could spread to other
Kentucky communities, including those in this region. For
while Mayfield may be one of
the first small Kentucky towns
in which Muslims are attempting to locate a mosque, the
diversification of this nation
eventually means that mosques
could be located in communities across the state.
While opponents of the May-field mosque may think they
are fighting to keep a Muslim
community from worshipping
in thetr town, what', really at
stake is whether the First
Amendment's guarantee of freedom of worship means exactly what it says.
Clearly', the only reason for
the Mayfield Board of Zoning
Adjustment to reject Khadar
Ahmed's plan to put a mosque
in a vacant downtown building was if it violated existing
zoning regulations. Board members seemed to understand that
when they gave initial approval
to the mosque at a meeting
on Aug. 10, saying the mosque
met the requirements for an
existing building located in a
business district.
Two weeks later, the Board
of Zoning Adjustment reversed
its earlier decision. citing concerns about limited parking and
capacity in the small commercial building where the mosque
was planned.
What changed? Well, during the two weeks, public opposition to the mosque grew
steadily, and the meeting room
was packed with opponents
when the board met on Aug.
24. In fact, the meeting was
so crowded, Mayfield City.
Attorney Boyd Neely said a representative of the Somali community seeking the inosque.
who wanted to speak at the

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of irnportance in the Commonwealth.
Aug. 24 hearing, was denied
entrance by a person who could
not later be located. ...
The zoning board has now
agreed to reconsider its decision and will hold a public
hearing on Nov. 9 to discuss
the mosque.
Members of the zoning board
should ask themselves if their
decision would have been different if a Christian church
was attempting to occupy the
building. If their answer is yes,
then they clearly. denied the
application simply because it
was Muslims seeking approval
instead of Christians. That clearly is %%Tong.
Hundreds of colonial settlers in the 13 colonies came
to America in order to worship as they chose. Those still
arriving in this country also
want to worship as they choose.
and that's their right.
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
A half-century :Ago. Gov. Bert
T. Combs, one of the- most
progressive political leaders in
Kentucky history. created the
South's first commission on
human rights.
As Gov. Steve Beshear
recently noted. the panel went
to work when the commonwealth, like much of the region
south of the Mason-Dixon Line.
widely
was
segregated.
Louisville's city schools had
peacefully integrated in 1956.
but even here. restaurants.
movie theaters, swimming pools
and many other facilities were
racially segregated. Black customers couldn't even. try on
clothing in many local stores.
Still. there were many working to change all that. The

rights panel, whSch heard claims
of bias and investigated them,
gained strength in the following administration — Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt's — when
the Kentucky Civil Rights Act
was enacted. Again. this state
led the way in becoming the
first in the South to outlaw
segregation in public accommodations. In time. housing
would also be covered.
Recently in Louisville. the
commission and the Governor's Office of Minority
Empowerment held a three-day
conference to explore current
civil rights issues, and to salute
the work that has been accomplished since 1960.
Former NAACP national
president
Kweisi
Mfume
reminded the participants in a
keynote address that there is
much to be done. The widening gap between the "haves"
and the "have nots" dernands
creative solutions. Expanding
rights to cover not only racial
and religious minorities and
women, but also gay and lesbian citizens is also a priority in the current era.
"It is our great hope that
Kentucky will now add more
protected classes to the Civil
Rig.hts Act for peopie who still
lack protection from discrimination." said commission chairman
George
Stinson
of
Louisville. That challenge
should become one for us all.
Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Ten years ago. when Columbia Gas launched a pilot project testing retail competition
in the residential natural gas
market. one of the goals was
to "provide an opportunity for

customers to save money on
their gas bills."
A few years later, Columbia Gas dropped that goal. And
no wonder.
By last March. the cumulative cost to Kentuckians who
participated in the customer
choice program had reached
$17.3 million.
That's $17.3 million that
Kentuckians could have saved
by not chtsosing a "competitive" supplier and continuing
to buy' their natural gas from
the regulated utility, according
to a Columbia Gas filing with
the state Public Service Commission.
Considering that. it's also
no wonder that participation
in customer choice has steadily declined from 15.780 (or
about a third of Columbia's
residential customers) in 2001
to 38,613 (or less than a qua:ter) this year.
Despite all that, there is a
push in sorne quarters to expand
retail competition as an option
for consumers — and perhaps
even mandate it.
A legislative resolution sponsored by Reps. Keith Hall, DPhelps, and Teddy. Edmonds,
D-Jackson, ordered the PSC to
study the benefits of natural
gas retail competition.
The PSC is also supposed
to offer advice on how best
to set up such a program and
have the study ready for the
Legislature in January. Kentucky's experience seems fairly typical. The U.S. Energy
Information
Administration
compared average gas prices
in eight select states. In 2007,
the competitive gas marketers'
average price was higher in
seven of eight states. Consumers
paid more on averag,e for
"Choice" in six of the eight
states in 2008. The concept of
choice has inherent :Appeal. But
given the experience in Kentucky and elsewhere, skepticism
is in order.

Whatever happened to freedom of speech?
By Peter Punt
Cagle News Service
Juan Williams lost his gig
at National Public Radio for saying in complete candor that
when he boards a plane and
sees people in Muslim garb he
gets "worried" and "nervous."
Well, it's a good thing I
never applied for work at NPR
because 1 w.ouldn't last a minute.
When I board a plane and see
a dangerously cverweight person heading down the aisle
toward the seat next to me I
get nervous. When I see a
woman with an unticketed infant
who's screaming before the fivehour flight es.en begins I get
worried.
1 also get worried and nervous when airlines turn flights
around in under 30 minutes
without taking time to clean
the seating areas. I fill with
fear when one guy keeps fiddling with his cell phone even
after the crew says they niust
he turned off. I panic when it
seems that the woman with the
hacking cough directly' behind
me his a condition that should

be treated at a hospital rather
than at 3.50/0 feet.
Does Juan Williams ever
become nervous when people
board with huge backpacks,
slamming passengers on each
side of the aisle without even
blinking'? Does he worry when
someone tries to lift a 75pound suitcase out of the storage bin directly above his head'?
Do NPR executives have
concerns about the smell in
airplane bathrooms'? Do they
worry that the person sitting
right next to them may have
paid half as much for the very
same flight'?
Is the NPR news department nervous about the fact
that U.S. airports have been at
"Condition Orange" for something like a thousand straight
days? I'll bet Juan Willianis is.
Arn 1 the only one who gets
worried when there's a random
airport test shov.ing that half
passengers
the
carrying
machetes go undetected'?
Is it fair to be nervous immediately upon discovering that the.
person sitting in the ntiddle

seat to y our right has brought preflight instruction about how
onboard a two-fixit sub sand- to insert the flat metal end of
wich -- with extra onions, gar- a seatbelt into the buckle part?
lic and gooey- sauce -- and
Be honest, does it make you
plans on consuming it, along nervous when the John Canwith a 36-ounce drink. even dyesque guy to your left starts
before takeoff? Isn't this the to doze off on your shoulder?
same person who immediately And snore?
removes his shoes and socks'?
Does it concern you when
Will NPR listeners admit to the person behind you repeatbeing at least slightly nervous edly pounds his knee into your
when reaching into the seat seat'. Does it worry' you that
pocket in front of them with- the person in front keeps slamout knowing how many heav- ming backwards. just after you
ily-used Kleenexes are stuffed poured your Coke?
in there'?
Are vou ever worried atsout
Am 1 the only' person to excessive flatulence by closeeser sit near an exit row and ly clustered passengers in a
conclude that the guy who just tiny cabin?
agreed to help the crew in the
Now that Juan Williams has
event of an emergency looks received a nel,v $2 million cona lot like George Costanza. tract from Fox News. and conready to bolt out first if some- sidering that he'll have more
thing goes wrong? Speaking of time on his hands without the
things going wrong. can you NPR job. there's no limit to
still be employed at NPR after the things he can tell viewers
admitting that a "water land- he worries about when boarding" in the middle of the Atlantic ing a plane. Unless, of course.
sounds like a very high-risk he ever discloses that he fears
proposition'? How worrisome is the pilot is a Conservative.
it that in 2010 many airline That would undoubtedly get him
passengei-s still require formal fired at Fox.
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Maggie L. Perry

Iger.comi

Maggie L. Perryi96, of Almo, died Tuesday. Oct. 19. 2010. at
the Murray-C'allo*y County Hospital.
Born in Sedaliitim Feb. 3, 1914. to the late Sumner Love and
Jannie Taylor Lute, she was a homemaker. had worked tor the
Calloway' Count, School System as a school bus driver and was a
member of the !.'hrist Holiness Church in Mayfield.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, Ruford Perry. who died in 1996: as well as two sisters.
Lorene Guthrie and Gussie Wright.
Perry is survived by three daughters, Ilah Perry Grant of
Louisville, Hallene Perry of Almo, and Vador Perry Warfield of
Louisville: one son, Joseph L. Perry and wife, Ruth of Gary, Ind.;
three sisters. Ilene Wells of Murray: Laverne Murrell of Arlington
Heights, Ill., and Mary Elizabeth Croomes of Detroit. Mich.; and
several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Oct. 26, 2010, at 11 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Revs. Angelo B.
Henderson and Vemon Mitchell officiating. Visitation will be held
today, Monday. Oct. 25, 2010, from 6-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences play be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Ronald Butler
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Ronald Walter Butler. 71, of Murray, died
Friday, Oct. 22, 20IG. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Butler was preceded in death by his parents,
Clayton Butler and Laura Penny Butler.
He is survived by his wife. Pamela Brantley
Butler; two sons, Sean Butler and Ian Butler; one
step-son, Chad Wickson: one daughter, Selena
Butler; one step-daughter, Shannon Harris; one
sister, Carol Sherer: and five grandchildren.
Butler
Private family services will be held at a later
date.•Imes-MIller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Georgia E. Bailey
vieorgia E. Bailey, 86, of Murray, died Saturday,
Oct. 23, 2010 at 1:10 a.m. at the Spring Creek
Health Care Center in Murray.
Bom June 6, 1924 in Stewart County, Tenn. to
the late G.B. and Bertha Blaine Cathey, she was a
member of the Grace Baptist Church in Murray.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, James R. Bailey.
Bailey is survived by her son, Jim Bailey of
Kissimmee, Fla.; two granddaughters. Angela
Bailey
Rullan of Kissimmee, Fla. and Apnl Sipe and
husband. Craig of Virginia Beach, Va.; and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2010. at 11
a.m. at the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8
p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Gene Lois Kidd
Gene Lois Kidd, 71, of Benton, died Friday., Oct.
22, 2010, at 2:15 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah.
He served in the U.S. Army during the Vietnam
War and attended the Baptist Chuirh.
In addition to his parents, Vol A. and Lillie Kidd, he was preceded in death by his brothers, Ted, Volney and Ellis Kidd; and a sister. Cletus Clark.
He is survived by his wife, Shirley Mary (Mac Donald) Kidd ot
Benton; daughters, Tonya Thweatt and husband, Robert of Hardin,
Rebecca Milby and husband, Roger of Auburn. Ala.; sister, Evelyn
Hickman of Paducah; brothers. Roy Kidd and Frartk Kidd, both of
Benton; seven grandchildren, Jacob Thweatt and Zachary Thweatt,
both of Benton. Kristen Henson, Whitney Henson. Cody Henson
and Casey Milby, all of Auburn. Ala., Tabitha Milby and Dashae
Milby, both of Murray; and one great-grandchild.
Graveside services were held today, Monday. Oct. 25. 2010, at 1
p.m. at Birmingham Cemetery in Benton with interment and military rites to follow. Visitation was today, Monday, from 10 a.m. to
noon at the Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Euple Rowland
Euple Rowland. 81, of Murray, died today, Monday. Oct. 25,
2010, at her residence.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

George T. Colson

Charles H. Tidwell

George T. Colson. 78. of Benton. died Saturday.
Oct 23, 2010, at 6:25 p.m. at his residence.
BOM in Calloway County, ht- was a member and
deacon bir more than 40 years at the Pleasant
Hope Baptist Church and was retired from
Goodrich in Calvert City. where he worked in the
safety department.
In addition to his parents, Gilbert Colson and
Monico I Haynes) Colson. he was preceded in
death by his wife. Faye (Roberson)Colson: two
Coison
brothers. Edgar and Eldred Colson; and one sister.
Ernestine Mathis.
He is survived by one daughter. Becky Snow of Benton, two
sons, Steve Colson of Humboldt. Tenn., and Tracey Colson of
Benton: four grandchildren. two step-grandchildren: three greatgrandchildren: three step-great grandchildren; one sister, Betty
Wilson of Benton; and two brothers, Hemion Colson and Paul
Colson, both of Benton.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Oct. 26, 2010, at II a.m.
in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The Revs.
Ray Lewis and Haynes Wilson will officiate. Interment will follow
in the Ferguson Springs Cemetery in Aurora. Visitation will be
today, Monday, Oct. 25, 2010. from 5-8 p.m. at the Collier Funeral
Home.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Mr. Charles H. 'Tidwell. 78. of Hazel. died Wednesday. Oct. 20.
2010, at the Arbor Place of Puryear in Puryear. Tenn. Mr. Tidwell
Vv S horn in Penny, on Oct. 20. 1932. to the late Herman L.
Tidwell and Eunice Crouse Tidwell. Mr. Tidwell was a retired
farmer and truck driver. A member of the Green Plain Church of
Christ and an Army Veteran of the Korean War.
Mr. Tidwell is survived by his wife. Ella Van Poyner Tidwell of
Hazel, married on Oct. 16. 1952 in Hazel, one daughter. Joni G.
Tidwell of Jupiter. Fla.: one son, J. Shane Tidwell
(il Murray; two brother-in-laws. Gerald Dan Poyner
and wife, Lutricia of Hazel. and Ward Cherry of
""""""
Paris, Tenn.: also surviving are several nieces and
nephews.
lit addition to his parents. Mr. Tidwell is preceded in death by
two brothers, H.L. Tidwell and Edwin Thompson. three sisters.
Treva Tidwell Wadkins, Edna Lee Thompson Curtiss and Earlene
Tidwell Cherry; three sister-in-laws. Bertha Tidwell. Neva
Schroader Thompson and Calista Evian% Thompson: three brothel-in-laws, Allen Wadkins. Harry Curtiss and Wm. Howard Stone.
Funeral services were held oxiay. Monday. Oct. 25. 2010. at 1 I
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Bro.
Tim Cole officiating. Burial followed in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m., Sunday.. Oct. 24.
2010. also at the funeral home.
Serving as active pallbearers were Dan Poyner, Robert Clark.
Tim Coles, Scott Barrow. Ronald Hugh Thompson and Wallace
Lassiter. Honorary pallbearers were Bracie Knight. Otis Elkins.
Dave Thompson. Hubert Barrow, Jerry Lavender and Doug
Brown.
Online condolences may be left at: www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
This is a paid obituary.

Robbie Jones Crutcher
Robbie Jones Crutcher. 86, of Hazel. died today, Monday. Oct.
25. 2010, at 3:25 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Richard Gordon Hoffman
Richard Gordon Hoffman, of Murray, passed
away Sunday, Oct. 17, 2010, at his home on Farmer
Avenue.
Born May II, 1925 in Parkridge, Ill.. his family
moved to Saugatuck, Mich. during the Great
Depression. A lifelong member of the Christian Science Church,
he served in the Merchant Marines in World War II, graduating
from Michigan State University following his service. He was
Mayor of Saugatuck for eight years, where he ran Anchor Park. an
amusement park, with his wife, Debbie and their children Tom,
Annie and Kate from 1950-1975. A Coast Guard licensed River
Boat Captain, he built and operated three stemwheeler paddle
boats in Michigan. His last boat. the Princess. a side-wheeler, was
operated at Kenlake State Park Marina from 1977 to 1980. He was
a regular fixture working alongside his son Tom for more than 20
years growing nursery stock at Hoffman's Nursery. While in
Murray he served on the Board at the Playhouse in the Park.
worked as a Campus Chaplain and with the Thai Student
Organization at Muffay State University. He was also an active
Need Line volunteer.
Preceded in death by his brother, Gregory Hoffman. he is survived by one son, Thomas Hoffman and wife, Allyson; two daughters, Anneliese Kilbum and Katherine Hoffman; one grandchild,
Mackenzie Hoffman; two step-grandchildren, Alyssa and Morgan
Green: one brother, Bob Hoffman and wife. Betty of Phoenix,
Ariz.; one sister. Janet Schroeder of Arlington. Va.; several nieces
and nephews.
All were welcome to a small memorial service and reception on
Sunday, Oa 24, 2010, at the Christian Science Church located at
1634 Main St. Murray-, KY 42071 from 1-3 p.m.
1 H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences can be left at; www.thejhehurchillfuneralhome.com.
Thi, iv a paid obittian
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'Hiccup giri' charged
with murder in Florida
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — A Tampa Bay woman
who was plagued by uncontrollable hiccups for months is
charged in the killing of a man
during a robbery, police said.
Jennifer Mee, 19, of St.
Petersburg and two others are
charged with first-degree murder in the death of Shannon
Griffin. 22, on Saturday.
Mee lured Griffin to a home
where the others robbed him at
gunpoint, Sgt. T.A. Skinner of
the St. Petersburg Police
Depanment said in a late
Sunday news release. Griffin
struggled with the suspects and
was shot several times. police
said.
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3 men. including 1 murderer,
escaped from Mo. jail
pm-To\ R(i. \i‘,.
- Authortie. arc looking for
three men who escaped over the
weekend from a northwest
Missouri jail.
The Daviess County Sheriff's
Office says the men crawled
under a fence Sunday evening at
the Daviess/DeKalb County jail.
The three include 57-year-old
Carlos Sanniento, a convicted
murderer. He is described as
Hispanic, 5-fect-9 inches, 140
pounds with brown hair and a tattoo of a woman's head with a
sombrero on his left ami. He was
convicted of killing a man in
2009 with a hammer.
The other men are 26-yearold Nicholas D. McCleary, who
was ..beiug held on a - previous
escape attempt; and 34-year-old
Timothy- J. Baudour, who wras
being held for assault.
Officials say McCleary is 5foot-7, 184 pounds with blond
hair. Baudour is 6-foot-3 and 203
pounds. Both men are white.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since.1844
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...II156.03 +13.47
Air Products
.84.88 + 0.14
App/e
108.89+ 1.42
AT&T.Inc........
+0.16
BB&T
22.75 +0.13
Bank of America
11.50 + 0.06
Briggs & Stratton
17.80 + 0.04
Bristol SIvers Squibb )6.99 + 0,03
Caterpillar
78.65 + 032
Chevron Texaco Corp 85.17 +0.62
Daimler Chr)sler
69.97 + 1.35
Dean Foods
10.05 + 0.08
Exxon-Nlobil
66.69+ 035
Ford Motor
14.06 +0.11
General Electric .......
+ 0.16
UsxoSmithlitine
+ 0A7
t;oodrich
80.63+0.14
1;ood,car lire & Rubber-11.86 + 0.12

pric,s

Hopi-ell Bank*
1B

a

rm

B 9.I8 A
.140.61 + 0.94

Terrariums
and
muck
more!

Kroger
+ 0.12
Mattel _2.141+016
McDonalds
78.95 + 0.40
17..48 + 0_18
Merck
Microsoft
25.29-0.09
J.C. Penne)
12.99+0.43
Pepsico. Inc
65.18 + 0.17
Pfizer, Inc.
-17.64 +0.14
Regions Financial
7.20 + 0.06
Seals Holding Corp --....76.92+ 0.60
rime 15arner .• - -31.86 + 034
LS Bancorp
23.72 +0.13
15ellPoint Inc...-..........---58.06 + 0.51
Nal-Marl
54.24 + 0.18

HILLIARD LYONS
Several hip replacement systems used since 2003. including
ones made by DePuy and Zimmer, have been recalled or
had sales suspended due to an increased need for a
second hip replacement. If you had or need a second hip
replacement or are having unexpected hip problems, can
na no at for a free consultation at 1 800 THE-EAGLE Itoll-freel
no fees or costs until your case settles. We practice law only
in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.
GOLDHE.KG & OSI1ORNE
I -800-THE-EAGLE
II -800-843-3245i
www. israteheesigle.toni

Potted
Blooming
& Green
Plants

FmathL, Consultants 11--R1
Ron Arant I lieath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 800 $44 1854
Hours 8 00 a m -5 00 )m

1615 121N. Bypasn •/ 270)073-2900
Hr;:!it-F 8:30-5 put•Sat.9 ain-5 put
Vliebtair: ww.afestivetopekillorist,one
Fc:or
Best
ROSILJItS
P'lace Your
Ad VVitts
Cait 753-1916

Home & Auto Iniurance Discounts
KENTUCKY FARm BUREAU DISCOUNTS
Security Systems
Home/Auto Combo
multi Auto

up to 20%
up te) 3p%
10%

Plus Many Others!
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'Saddle Up for St. Jude'deemed success
Special to the Ledger
An inaugural "Saddle Up for
St. Jude" fundraiser vras recentWrangler's
held
at
ly
Campground in Land Between
the Lakes and resulted in more
than %JIM) for patients at St.
Children's
Jude
Research
Hospital. More than 2(X) horsebad: riders. donors and friends
gathered and donated nioney for
the event held in memory of
Keys McCuiston.
"I was overwhelmed and
amazed at the generosity froni
participants and local area businesses who contributed to the
event. My family and I are
already excited about next
year's 'Saddle Up' event and
hape to raise more funds for the
tremendous work done at St.
Jude Children's Hospital." said
Coordinator DeAnn McCuiston
Anderson.

e-mail: communitynewsgmurrayledger.com

Murray Electric Board to meet
The monthly meeting of the Murray
Electric Board will be held today, Nfondav,
Oct. 25. at 4 p.m. at the Carroll Conference
Room. 205 N. 4th Street.
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WIN Club will meet

,
-

The Women Investing Now (WIN) Club w
hold its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday.
Oct. 26, at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
is a member of the National
Datebook Library. The club
Investors Corporation INA1(7).
Sane( league, Association of
Women interested in learning about joining the
Community
investment club and investing in stocks may
editor
contact Tracey Wortham at 753-5597, Linda
Stockton at 753-6839, Judy Overby at 753-0222, or Donna Holsten
at 474-0123.

)

•

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Munay Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-1(1 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.

Parkinson's group will meet Thesday
Photo provided

Pictured front row from left are Darren McCuiston, Lindsey McNutt and Riley McNutt. Back row
from left are DeAnn McCuiston Andetson. coordinator: 2nd place fundraiser, Janet Wyatt; 1st
place fundraisers, David and Phyllis Wrye, and Todd Fuqua of Fuqua Leatherworks.

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the
caks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should arrive
hy 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins. 753-6001.

SS representative to be here Thursday

Tinch receives MSU Research Fellowship
Special to the Ledger
On (kt, 12. the NIurray State
University
Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity
(URSA, office announced
Kristen Tinch, from Lewisburg.
as one of the 2010-11 recipients

(Y(it Ph.q 3A210
--Mg«,,( Ammo
or

TY

ol the Research Scholar
Fellowships.
Tinch. a junior secondary
English major in the College of
Education and the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts, was
selected for her proposal entitled **Accessible Literacy':
Graphic Novels for Remedial
and Reluctant High School
Readers."
Dr.
Meagan
Musselman. Assistant Professor
of Education. w ill serve as fac-

ulty mentor.
"Kristen is an extremely
org.anized and intelligent student. Kristen possesses the ability to carry out the proposed
project and contribute authentic
research
to
the
field."
Musseiman said of Tinch. The
feJlowship will provide the student-faculty. team with a VOX)
student stipend: a $500 supply
budget; and a $500 faculty
stipend.

Research Scholar Fellowships
are reviewed through a competitive proposal prcx:ess and have.
since the inception of the fellowships. funded projects in art.
biology. chemistry. economics.
education. English. history,
mathematics. music and psychology. More information
about URSA can be found
online
at
campus.murraysute.edu/services/ui sa/.

HAPPENINGS
by /thrum Peeler

In celebration of "National
Apple" Month. we texik a road
trip tc.) Mathis Apple Orchard.
We all came home with all
kinds of different apples. apple
butter and some good ole apple
cider.
We appreciate Greg Lawson
bringing his "big" pet. for our
pet therapy session this week.
"Caulett- is registered part
wolf but one big "pet." We
enjoyed petting her and seeing
her perform tricks.
This week we studied the
state of Ohio. We found it to be
a very interesting state and 1
think we all learned something
new.. We also played "crack the
case" game.
Barbara Holland came out
Saturday night and entertained
us with some beautiful gospel
music.
Our Murray State students
continue to spend time with us
playing shuffleboard. bingo
and other games. We are also
looking forward to the Fall
Carnival they have planned for
us next week.
...Nothing else looks or feels
like home hut we come close
Utterback Rd. • N1urray, ky
Phonc (2701759-8700 • 1-888-2311014

WI/

Kaiak°
Ladies Golf

Saturday, October 30th from 5-8p.m.
stop b) with your parents
wearing your costume and we'll treat you to
2 Free Crispy Tacos and one Small Brink
ilges

dor/

Happy Halloween front

TAW JOHN'S

THANK YOU
•
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•
•
•
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The Kevs
Cutston fantail
DeAnn McCuiston .4nder,on. Coordinator tar Saddle Up for St. Judi

IOW

41,041,
1

FCC hosts holiday market
The women of First Christian Church will host their annual Noel
Market and Soup Luncheon on Saturday, Nov. 6. from 8 a.m. to I
p.m. Features include crafted gifts; two raffles for an antique quilt
and crocheted afghan; and a bake shop. New this year will be an
alternative gift table. The opportunity to "shop for" and give an
alternative gift benefits children both locally and around the world.
CotTee will be available and a soup and cornbread luncheon will be
served from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tickets for the luncheon and
the raffles may be purchased at the door

MHS Soccer Banquet tickets on sale now
The MHS SOccer Banquet for boys and girls will he held on
Tuesday, Nov. 9. in the Curris Center Ballroom at Murray State
beginning with a meal at 6:30 p.m. All families and fans of Murray
Soccer are invited to attend. Both JV and Varsity players will be recognized along with ball boys and girls. The ticket cost is $13.
Players will not need to purchase a ticket. Tickets will not be sold at
the dom. Contact Monica Evans at MHS beginning for tickets.
Check should be made out to MHS Soccer. The deadline for purchasing tickets is Friday, Nov. 5. For more information, call Donna
Miller at 753-7723.

Lions Club to hold candies sale
The Murray. Lions club is holding its fifth annual California
"See's" Candies Sale. Available are truffles, toffee-ettes, peanut brittle, chocclates and more. Order from any Lions Club member or call
753-3080 until Nov. 5. Pick-up is first week in Dec.

Bank plans Caribbean cruise
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category. and early registration is recommended. For more information, contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Fall bazaar for missions to be held
Memorial Baptist Church, comer of 10th and Main Streets, will
have its annual Fall Bazaar for Missions on Saturday, Oct. 30, from
7 0.111. 10 1 p.m. in the basement of the church. Available will be
baked goods, crafts and "attic treasures." Enjoy a cup of coffee with
Tom and Beata Baker, missionaries to Poland, and learn about their
mission to the children of Southern Poland. All proceeds benefit the
church's missions.
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Real Beauty Seminar to be held
The Dove Campaign for Real Beauty Workshop and Seminar will
be held Friday. Nov. 6, from 1-3 p.m. at Main Street Youth Center.

Sinking Spring to hold singing
Sinking Spring Baptist Church will hold a Fifth Sunday Night
Singing event on Sunday. Oct. 31, at 6 p.m. with special guests, The
Hensons. Refreshments will be served. The church is located at
4185 Wisweli Road. For more information, call 753-3289.
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Good Shepherd to hold sale
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will hold an indoor yard
and bake sale on Saturday, Oct. 30, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
church. 84 Cherry Corner Road, located approximately four miles
south of Murray on Highway 121 S. Items include dishes, linens.
clothing. furniture. baked goods. and more. The Snowflake Cafe
will have refreshments. For more information, call Charlotte Ballard
at 436-2904.

•
•
•

Tractor Supply -- Murray & Mayfield
State Line Western Wear
Bnnn's Automotive
Essential Day Spa
Thc Cherry Tree Florist & Gifts
& Farms
Manila's Restaurant
(_*ark Feed

volfoliaimiretoroirefo,,

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more information, cal! 753-2288.

ALPHA SPE
Adult Educat
Alpha Depa
es offered a
of GED te qi
pairs of rea ng
Center. Pi ure
Koeneke, lost(
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY & STAFF
J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
TODD FUQUA LEATHERWORKS
ZAVS SCREENPRINT1NG
Cheryl Elkins & Country. Girl Designs
Elkins & Son Vinyl Graphics
Kentucky Lake Equine
Veterinary Medical Center
Arrowhead Camper Sales
Westside Veterinary' Services
Youngblood's RV Sales & Service
McKinney's Western Store L.L.C.

To place an
ad call
753-1916 •%.°
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TO THE FOLLOWING
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SUPPORT OF THE 2010
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Ann Stanley was hostess for
the regular golf play, 9 holers
only. for the Murray Country.
Club Ladies Golf Association
on Wednesday, Oct. 20.
Pat Miller won first place and
Patsy Chaney won second
place.
The Ladies Golf Banquet will
be held on Tuesday. Oct. 26, at 6
pcii.

Denten, Mayfield n unarm,

/IOW 111/1110 1
1
/
40711
/
1111%

The Kenlake State Park
Ladies Golf League met on
Wednesday, Oct. 20, to play the
weekly goif league play_ Ten
ladies were present.
The winners were Ina Horton.
Martha Lewis, Gloria Thies and
Rhonda Phumprey. Gloria
Thies won closest to the pin on
hole #4 and Judy Skinner had a
chip in on hole #7.
Wednesday. Oct. 27, will be
the last day for the golf season.
They will play 18 holes of golf,
starting at 9 a.m. After golf, the
ladies will meet at the lodge for
lunch. and present a donation
to Kenlake State Parks,
"Christmas in the Park" for children. All interested lady golfers
are invited to join for the last
day of the season.

Ladies of MUM
COURIll Club

,triird};
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HydroMassage HAPPY HOUR!
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ALPHA SPE ER: Kathy Elias, back row right, from the
Adult Educat n Center recently spoke at a meeting of the
Alpha Depa ent of the Murray Woman's Club about services offered a he center She also gave each lady an example
of GED te questions. The Alphas donated more than 20
pairs of rea ng glasses for the students at the Adult Learning
Center. Pi ured front row left are Trish Barton and Alice
Koeneke, ostesses. Back row left are Phyllis Turner. Lois
'Pharr's, h lesses, and Elias.

1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.1LEST
Photo provide°

ALPHA DONATION: The Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club recently donated paper goods to Club
President Bobbie Weatherly, left at the Oct 16th meeting at
the club house. Pictured with Weatherly is Lois Pharr's, one
of the hostesses for the meeting.

Oc UBAfest concert to be held
Special the Ledger
On 'Tu day evening. Oct. 26,
the Perf ning Arts Hall in the
Arts Building at
()Id Fi
Murray ate University will be
reverber ing with the sound of
15 tuba. f different keys, sizes
timbres.
MS t ' . and
OcTU fest concert will begin
at 7:3( p.m. and will feature
soloist from the studios of
Profes s Raymond L. Conklin
and T E. Hill, along with the
I 5-me ber Tuba-Euphonium
Ensendle. The program will list
approxmately one hour. Pure
1mission fee and the rubis no
lic is vited.
,
S ists will be pertitming
workifrom a diverse colpction
of citmposers, rangin from
Ferditand David's "Con rtino"
Beve dorf's
Thomas
to
,4 )(ander
and
-Sontta" orceau
Guilnant's
S)nohonique." Profe or Hill
directs the Tuba-4honium
Ensemble. The full group of
eight euphoniums jai seven
tubas will perform I04:ariety of
pic‘rs including the emiere of
.Lii arrangement b., Professor
Hill of the English adrigal "In
Pleasant
These Delightfu
Groves" by He y Purcell.
"Madrigals make outstanding
material for arr gements of
euphoniums and has because
of their melodic nse and the
blending polyph ic lines" said
Hill.
MSU TubaMembers of
Euphonium Ens ble are Greg
Neff and 1 h Cole of
Hopkinsville; vler Hart of
Elizabethtown; alton Warren
of Louisville; mes Addington
lor Cavcn of
of Hartford;
Glasgow: 1 c Deitz of
Calhoun; Mi ael Agnew and
Sara Arnett tit. Madisonville:

www.theretreatufmurray.com
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F YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 753-1916
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Layaway:

Robbins of Mayfield: and
Frankie Leslie and Leo Albitr.:
of Murray.

Chris Davis of Clay; Barry
Sharp of Shelbyville; Brandon
Burke of Robards: C'ody

Vote

Charlie McKenney

Products and services
that really measure up!

City Council
Owner/Operator CDM Construction
for 30+ years.
carxt.1,1!,

Reg NI ,,).;

iunday Night
al guests, T'he
is located at
.289.

$795

Custom Digital
Completely in the Canal
Ret:

Sale Price

V!!

94*I

$1,595
open Fit
Behind the Ear
$1.50(i

FREE HEARING TEST

Heritage Rank is the right bank JO?. the right reasons.

Sale Price $1 1595

With This Coupon
Offer Expires on October 31, 2010

LIMITED TIME OFFER
CALL TODAY TO SCHIDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 1-800-949-5728

-1(122
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Murray State tuba players squeeze into the elevator in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

EARING AID SALE!
Custom Fitted
eb)
Digital In the Ear

CO.
STONE-LANG
REHABiLITATION
HEARING

2620 Broliway
PaducaP. KY
270-442.3561

—

I
*
;

NEW HEARING AID!
LE'. THEPROFESSIONALS AT STONE-LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A

M.

C5

Mon.-Fri.
9 a m..5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Q4/,/
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Photo by Randall Black
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i'outh Center
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) jhr 84702ti Sekri101/ & the (82.31 P.4109.3 _On Jimatt!

270 Commercial Ave.
210 South 12th
Fulton, KY
Murray, KY
1-800-949-5728
270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Marion. KY
1-800-949-5728
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Legal
Notice

Leon
Notice

Eaual ObtroCrinti

Help Wanted

'BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORyi

NOTICE
Center Ridge Water Drstrict has filed an application is irlit‘,
t
Commission eer increase it. rates for water service
ed a general rate increase since 2003 and tt. cost h,,
proposed effecteve date of the change is Novenebet 15.2010
monthly Raw
Current
$18 66.3'1 School Tax = $19 22
NWT.: rtiL‘
MONTHLY Ittl I. •cf
cURRENTRATt
N1 '

- 1 n 66 • .1 .

14i

Ernsistand:
$26 05 :3', T
%IN THIN Bill NT
tit
VD.Titt tSED rE
Lht ,

Tr,

$1,4 22

S2Hort • l'•

= 921, P•

The rites ,iiintained in this notice are the rates proposed by Center Ridge Water
District However, the Public Service, Coni Mission may order rates to he charged
that are higher or lower than the. rates proposed in this notice

Any corporation. association. bodily polite, or person may request leave to inter
vents by motion within thirty +130 i days after notice of the proposed rate change
is given. A motion to intervene shall be in ivriting. shall be submitted tO other
Executive Director. Public Servece Commission Post Office Box 615. 211 Sower
Blvd.. Frankfort, KY 40602, and shall set forth the grounds for the motion,
including the status and interest of the party moyant. Copies of the application
may be obtained at no charge from the. utility offie, at Center Ridge Water
Desiree*. 69 Marguente Blvd., New l'itorord, KN' 42076. Upon request from an
intervenor. the utility shall furnish to the Intervenor a copy of the application
and tti pporting documents.

nt.

Water District

Murray Tan,.
11 i

of Murray tax hills an- now due If
yOti did not receive VOW tax hill. please contact the
City Clerk's Office Mortgage company requests
have been honored When paying your tax bill by
mail, please include the remittance copy and put the
tax bill number on your check If you wish a paid
receipt. pleeese enclose a self-addressed =tamped
envelope
Please note the following dates
Base Amount On or before October 31, 2010
10'i Penalty. November 1, 2010- December 31.2011t
Irri•rest per Annum January 1. 2011

060
Help Waited

. LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
account. has been filed
in Calloway District
Court
hy
William
Hobbs as Executrix in
the Estate of Shirley
Hobbs Exceptions to
this settlement must he
filed in the Calloway
County District Court Ion
iir before the hearing
v.hirih is Set for 9 00 a m
on 1 I-08-10

Linda Merl-C-3mm
Court Clerk

GET THIS IX]
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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Murray
City
Council
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WANTED
YOUR
li/CVTE FOR
PITA
Paw/ for by
Michael D. Conley

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for a.ny error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made
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Avoid inflationary cost

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
paytnent plan
Irrevocable Meclicatci
Approved

testi insible for the deductible that
not pay $1.024 on Part A, $135 on
I 'a i l roe for more mfortnation

tr.

Part I{

J.1-1. Churchill Funeraillome

FRET HELP IN CLAN FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 4:371

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Tarrir 'star, A nit "sr,/

OF MUFtliAy„KY
RESIDENTIAL & CONIMERCUVI.

75T-9224
PLF.ASI. LEANT MFSSAG1
NICK MCCLURE OWS1FR
-,SINCE

1, rs,

Modernized Mediettre
Supplement- Plar N
Limited Underwritng
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Compaty
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533 ,

CAMP SEPTIE CLEANING
Britthaven of Benton is currentiy
accepting applications for a tull-time
atternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Banton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

411

2-

199.3

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. o
campus C/H/A. WF
$550 water. sewage
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710
293-4600

NOW LEASINC
1, 2 & 3bedroom
We accept Sectic
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Ai
902 Northwood C
Monday,
Wednesday. Frick
Phone 759-49f34
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-61

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
.Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing neve. accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working veith the public and be self-motivated
Prior .ale. experience is required. Degree in
Advcrlising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.

Massage Therapy
Patty Reyes
C

1.10. I
'

' Call t.-Vhlev NtOrris cr
rrit Stephenson

7F3-1416
Ond place \ our ad toda,-!
Sl..00 a week
2.x I -S6-)0 a week

t 4

7/1r
'

ifs

;el .1r,

,

—
\tot,
.93r-241-4)14,
1

340
Houses FY Rent

13 Wee contract
Runs ot \tondo\

& 4BP How
Lease , &
Dep
Required
270-753-4109
2BR, IBA, 1 mile
of Murray $550)
753-2225, 556-903i

VISit

www chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screer,

• 2,0 tal 14S

PERSIAN RUGS
& PAINTED
FURNITURE
- SALE
'Oet 29th 9am-6pn
Ost '30thSlaam-dpr
Old litturray.
PostiOffiCe
201 S 4.th St
THE MurraTy Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
PUMPKINS
ey:ack-O-Lantern
•Cindretla
•Srnall Sugar (Pie)
•Minialure •White
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc . a national non-profit
dedicated to etnnowicring
mdix'duals w de,elopmental disabilities is Cif
rend),
seeking
Community Support Staff
in Benton, KY PT & PT
opportunities available'
Responsibilities in,
assisting w ' daily 11
skills & the de,elopmeri
of independent commonl
ty
mg. adminwi
medication and OW e
tits'
tan
,
Ind], idual to & 00111
appointments,. actis'ties
H S diploma GED. a
,alid DrOct s License•
a good &lying record and
a clean background arc a
must' FOE Please submit
reSIIMC
to
Carla Spenceruccomop or
g or fax to.
270-906-22%4

DISCLAIMER
When as.cioang llie
Wanted

•cction

irn ion cla••ilicil•

well...1.i.. at
mocr.o. ledger yoni
usi•ill Iv redo,.led
roil]
dclault
Storms. awl les al mh

Lost and Found

‘5111 arlse.0 oti

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try ro find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

thl- ,ohsite

Howes., a, a national
ehiille nol
lidings
on the Ilihreltit.irk =tint
arc played through
My. Simla% I crlyer
A: limes

Call 753-1916

lob listings Thank si,ii

060
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
VVE ED is hir
Ing for a, positions & may be lust the place
tor you! Full time and
shifts. Apply in person
part time positions
at 807 Walmart Dr.
available
FULL OR PART time Apply at'
housekeeping %/Luray Wee Care
Plaza Lodge Apply in 109 S. 15th St.
person atter 7:00PM. Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
No phone calls.
I

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans. salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, K1' 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employee

PECO
Accepting
resumes.
All sales careers
& other positions
"Bend t6
PO Box 363
Murray KY
42071

Warn to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Domestic & Childcare

GOOD used air conditioner. stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years
Located at 810 Whitnel!
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23iday with a 2 dav
minimum.
270-767-1177

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters. dimes,
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Will clean weekly/biweekly
$15!hr.
References. 270-7532643. 227-5944
usiness
Opportunity

2

• •

Histone Location
Selling
LicenSes.Lot,Inventoy
Buikling &Fixtures.

for $300k
270-534-1241
-1211
Computers

ltIlt
,
14. ,11• 002,11,1111B
151iitias aica

Hel0 Wanted

Ion

^—

Dallas Willoughby

ADVERTISING SALES
C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment,
Positions available on

Service
Customer
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckiones.net

Nollee

Does

Lou V. McGary
Your Policy Pay /00
,
4

.-TRANKS. FOR YOUR RUSINESS

1st, 2nd. and 3rd shifts
U20

Britthaven ,A Benton is currentty accepting
applications for the following position:
RN aftemoon shift Monday - Friday.
We offer competitive wages and an excelient benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

— PREPLANNING

INSURA_NCE

MOM COMPUTERS
Seryice,Sales
Repairs'Upgiades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars triwi.s
tractws 4 PF:ii r,215
227-6Ciii)4
Seeking Kubota LI '5
270-227-9043

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION ,
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St
P70753-1713

Home Furnishings

BEAUTIFUL
solid
wood office desk. (2)
metal office desk, filing
cabinets water cooler.
refrigerator,
microwave, and (2)
loveseats. 753-9038

MAIN S
FURS!
Check 0
h

OAK Dining Room Set
(0 piece) $350 OBO
753-8674

Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins.
270-753-4161

48in cut Snapper ZTR
mower
Vanguard
Commercial
Power.
Bnggs & Stratton 21
239,hours
$3,000.
270-753-1441

DRYER,
Case tractor(801 B). real estate
lots. Will consider
trades. 753-4109.
227-1546
HP Pavillon Laptop
270-761-6424
RICH top soil, red gravel for sale 210-3781
559-2032
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county haS
Call Terrell TOwell

3 & 4BR Hou
C/1Available
Locatir
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
3BR, 1BA north
Murray. with gari
large
and
sh
Deposit required.
753-0531.

Get this 2x2
2 weeks for $150

Guitar, Piano,
Drums & mora
Learn Any Scrag
U Wantflt
Flaw By Earl!!

Call Ashleyor Carrie
at 270 783-1916

(270)978-.1961
Mobile Some. For Sea
**OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA, beautifu
country setting on 3.5
acres. $2,950 down
$495/mo. 3380 Guthrie
Rd, Pans
615-397-3171
14x80, 3BR, 2BA,
appliances. bedroom
suites. entertainment
cabinets, kitchen table,
chairs, & propane tank
included. Must be
moved $8.000 270247-2101
1996. 16x80, Southern
Mobile Home purchased new in 1997.
3BR, 2BA. 16.06 covered deck on 0.5 acre
lot. quite neighborhood. Less than 10
minutes from town.
270.293-3622 leave
message..
2007 Cavalier. 16x80.
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, like new
270-489-252,
2BR & Lot, $11,900.
270-753-6012
Franklin 16x70. excellent condition, purchased new. new ALC.
2BR. 2BA
270-328-8259

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and depcsi
required. 753-4109.
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR duplex. No pets_
753-0259

1BF Apt, some utilities
paal no pets.
$27trrio. 767-9037

1BR. price reduced,
varioi
a
locations.
Cole n RE
753-9 8.

•

ther

e

e
e
e
e
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MURRAY'

LEDGER &TINIES
t
Home Delivery
LeeaPVIali

I
I 3 mo.
1 6 mo.
I I yr.
1

$30.00
$55.00
S105.00

Rest of KY/TN
pert

he Rut nano

3 mo......-.
1 6 mo
I yr
Check

John Deere Tractor
Mod 790, 27 H.P. 4WD
with creeper gear. less
than 160 hrs Call
270-474-2759 ask
for Glinda

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices
293-1357 or
270-559-1424

2BR $295.00
753-6012
2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed.
Quiet, rural setting near
lake. No pets. $580
utilities.
includes
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

A&F Warehousin,
Near MSU $20-5(
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE am
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-41
9 a m. - 4 p.m. M

KEY MIN
WAIIEHOUS
1850 St. Rt. 1
Murray, KY 42
270-753-556

—10
Subscribe to the

$7fL50
$90A0

$120.,0

I

J&I. HEN iAL
MINI-STORA(
720 S. 4TH SI
orner 4121S & Che
10300 32.
12701436-2524
12701293-6901

3 me....... 335.00 i
6 me. ......
1 yr.
.4SIII 00
All Other 1314
Subscription,
;
3 mo
$74.00 ;
6 mo.
S96.00 ;
I yr.
$145,00

1

JAL

753-9075
,(270)227-2193

KELLEY'S 1
MUSIC
LESSONS

EXCEPTIONAT.
nice, large 1 beam
All appliances nciui
washer
&
d
$385/rno
270-759-5885,
270-293-7085
GARLAND
Rei
presently has two
room apartments E
able. Call tor
appointment
ic
270-753-2905..
Extremely nice
bedroom in Hazel
pay the electric
water. trash, and
rush all applia
including washe
dryer. Oniy $550
You won't find a 1
or cleaner apartn
(270)492-8211

Money Order

Visa

Mir

1
Name
1
1 St Addreioi
1
City
1
State
Zip
1
I/ayttme Ph
1
Mail this coupon wih payment tii
Murray Ledget & Times
P.O. Box IMO
Murray. KT 42071
Or call (2701 75e-1916
'
11

1

111%414
All S"ze Un
24/7 Surto:

812

7

10 X 11
Lights1
24/7
190C
Behind Mul

7

I

It

Nlarray Ledger & Times

ClAsSIFIEDs

For Rem
2BR. 2 full bath eupiex
all apoliances & wasr
er & dryer cable LS
water
furnished
$600enonth ro pets
753-2225 Of 759-1509after 5-00
2BR, C/H/A. alt appliances. large master
bedroom deck. & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

ar),

f

1st Fun Mo Rent Free
.11ur '2:01

maim
(ISA
mime

pme

Ire

ig

DOG Obedience.

1505 Diuguid

$300
270-251-0310
evenings

t

-E X C E P TIONAL LY
nice. large 1 bearoom
All appliances including
washer
&
dryer
$385/rno
270-759-5885,
270-293-7085
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two be•:.`room apartments avl
able. Call hr yo,r
appointment
today
270-753-2905..
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash. ana furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/me,
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

,21Il

*Mee
(270)436-2858.
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC. CKC, male $200-

Fel

1RY

storage
•Sec unty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent Leliauls.
753-9600

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
113R & .2HR Apt,
270-753-8554
TDD 1-800-545-1833

T-Cup
Female
Poodles. Registered.
$425. 270-519-4472

INSReel Estate
llurras I r4r..fa rtmr, am
linumng A,''Notice
• •..ht.'

; lir

•••

a,r!

340
Houses FOf Rent
1 & .413R Houses
Lease , &
Deposi
Required
270-753-4109
2BR, IBA, 1 mile west
of Murray $550/me
753-2225, 556-9037
3 & 4BR Houses
C/H/A.
Available.
Locations.
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
3BR, IBA north of
Murray. with garage
large
shop
and
Deposit required.
753-0531.

50
rie

rig=

L

3 For Rent

me utilities

Storage Rentals

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

37-9037

reduced,
locations

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WOIEHOUSES
1850 St. Ftt. 1215
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
161. KEN ALS
MINI-STORAGE.
720 S. 4TH ST.
now af 121 s & Glendale
10X10 $25 lOs 15 S40

lES

12701436-2524
1270i 293-6906

Mit

1

2005 Electra Glide
Classic. black cherry
with pearl black inserts.
fully loaded, lots of
chrome. Call
270-753.1627
05 Yamaha Zuma
49cc.
270-753-2114 or

11611 Acr[

11

Homes For Sete
1654 Ryan Ave 3BR.
2BA. Home down the
street from campus.
renovated.
Newly
1.100-sq.ft
812-760-5398.
309 Woodlawn 3BR.
deco,
2BA.
new
$79.900. 474-2520.

BEAUTIFUL 3 beautiful
3 bdrs 2 ba tn town.
Totally remodeled Just
$129.900
270-759-8780
Call
Campbeli Realty
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
in
home
Brick
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining. custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Cali for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

HOUSE and
ACREAGE. 2.5 acres,
3BR 62'x37' half baseworkshop
ment.
$160,000.
20'x20'
Phone (270) 492-8419
TO view all homes fcr
sale go to
www campbellreatty corn

!MN,
STORAGE
01141

'

Ali S're Units • Climate Cunt
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
111.2 Whitman Ave.

753-3853

lABC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Elect:ricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

...I

Magter Sergeant
S Alf Force
1990-Currentiy Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country
Your Family

.!1
°

From Murray ,
., - .
s,
Carlinal Ri:,
Stg I,,
, Per,tr,d'
.
4 DUPLEXES,5 MOBILE HOME LOTS &
5.174 ACRES SELLING IN 5 TRACTS!
Gabor /Arm wry/ cieoogrupory CPI',,4fritro,i; I iwarION JUST/4.4ES FROM
PM' ESTATE niArrs FRAC' '.
Caremal Pelee tern
'
,

HOLLAND
MOTORISALE

.1 y •

,

Classified Dept. 753-1916
GREAT POTEPsTIAL FOR MORE

DUPLEXES' POTENTIAL YEARLY INCOME FOR DUPLEXES & LOTS IS
S43.800 OW REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 6 00 PM ABSOLUTE TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS Of PRICE' AUCTION 14ELD ON StTE,
BUY INDIVIDUAL TRACTS OR THE ENTIRE PROPERTyli
OPEN HOUSE Thu•sdly nr tober 21st 5 30 6 30 PM

Services Offered

KAI ,S AT c

HRYAN THEE
DEBHtS
•Locaity owpe
' and operate()

EST %IF
HAitint s RIP,111.
dic All(1-1141‘
.

IN ir

TRAVIS
ktiPLIA11.11
Paving,Seakreating
d:
I 'Cite IS'

2.701753-2279
FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing
Nooses -Patios "
Dean. Sidevnats

!•

; ,r r,

[..

759-1151 • 293-27831
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
Sr. Marble
3313.1 St. Rt 121114.
753-8087

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

Display Newm-8110431f

Handyman YVork
pio Jobs, Repairs
Cdrpianiry. Light
ElectricA'
-yards.
,
N194
, M9te
No-Job Too Sinai,
Jaiegia

270-11711-0278

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

L&M
'
LAWN SERVICE
mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping

HOME70
TREE-SfFIVICE
-emoted Reiiabie
6 Dependable
Free
. Estimates

PICK UP

Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

753-1816 727-061
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
rIMMing,
removal.
-rump grinding. fireeood. Insured.
189-28ee

:Free stymp Removal
c'eu 27o-2o-3 1489
CHASE Futrell L
awn-Care 8yrs
293-8814

exp

LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at S15
270-753-2405

r.

• 'ree ESticr
•.Lit:
'

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny Oliryan

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGER/10MT

tyler Murdoch • zeirizz

.Foncios4:94101:
Call Today For A
Free Estimate,
270-562-2228

YOUR AD
'COULD RE •
HERE FOR.
ONLY 975,00
. A MONTH
CALL 751,1916

I

.COM FOR MORE-F*070Si'

.270-247- 253• 270-475-4BM •800-380-4318

S4rIlteS Offered

Dwane:Mondev, November 11119
et 5:00 p.m.

TIMES

tar:, i-,.;rd Mustang V--6

2003
Springdale 3Oft
len Side Out
Brand New!
Never Been Usedi
Cost $26 0(X) new.
S10.900 293-4602

,
Double spots: il8 • 140 word lin

Lane
F 4,
,4,
F,d S ,V - * TRACT 41.4,,,n1., - r Fe 1, , te e, TRACI e
s ,
'' -`°11rt^, l--..

VVe Fitiante
hollandinctiorsales.coryi
270.7534461-

2001 Ford F150 Crew
Cab. Good C,ondition,
Bed Extender, 6 Disc
CD Changer. NC. 4.6
V-8. 94.500 miles
$6.800. Call 270-2938944 or 270-753-4895

Onls $12 per spot • one person. 20 word limit,

,,r+,41P.rlre

DIME MAW ORPOSIMarroarre •n yew 101R4
lectia0. WHIREEPOtellueurooreen • re 6.18.17
I
f
")
MOM IMPOINI,RLIVINIMMINORM
11-WW.harrisauctitms.com
IIMIN*1111.1.201./RWRIORTIRIIRR
oiss m- m 44 vorth .KY 4tObti
6 Loma
,ifi La'd fitirke4m,
or &MA Pkrenbreic Rd •
. V/ 12140 "Mar Allial Aoc*onern-

Coupe with GT appearance kit. 62.000/miles,
excellent condition 5speed $12,000.
731-336-4499

IMORI

'FACT 7'49 61 Te 681

VISIT HARRISJUXT •

100

33 acres southeast of
Calloway 6110 of mile
Amid frbratago. fldifuttful
building site. Prime
deer/turkey
huntino
$2.900 acre 978-1643

November 11, 2010
In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.

VACANT LOTS HAVE SEPTIC TANKS

1

FARM
Coldwater
area feateres 68 acres
of crop and/or pasture
land, house. stock
barn. and tobacco
barn. Land joins water
shed lake For more
information call 27°489-2351 or
270-489-2647.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

MURRAY SkITE UNIVERSITY' F Tr:Tilik I kirit pay, f 'ITS, 4iiRRAY CITY WATER'
cEPYIC TANKS 01,1(WM -tIRPEN r iiiPi Tr 4 408.1E ROME 10T'

Melon-Owl ATV's

igat
Ur edCars

,1111

(Safule Ourbelerans

" ,WITT*
...,

IF-27211'7r*
-......-

Heritage
Soft
Tail
Classic.
$14.500.
37.800imiles. Very well
kept. 270-753-1441

oN BEfic

i....

REDUCED Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2car garage 2,240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.

Thursday, Octoher 28th, 2010 @ 6:00 PM
49 61 79 81 101 111 1298'i31.-„APDAAL PlOGE Rif MURRAY KY 421)71
ifir....mannipip
4. a

2004 Harley-Davidson.

•

..$3f.09
• $63.00
91111.110
-_
-_
Mal
pttons
575.00
596‘00
...$145,00

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Fatates.
Real Propert,
Professiona
293-7872

270-293-5987

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus C/H/A. W&D
$550 water. sewage &
1Seeere'21
trash furnished no
4S0
pets. 293-3710
[ Farms For Safe
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroore Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesdey, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-8e0-648-5056

Absolute RealEstate Auction

Homes FOf Sale

PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
• r side -limate control

Monday. October 25. 2010 •9

•Cornmerctal
, Residential
41sprratt Installat
MaintPnaricr-

"
VT

mirraL
Ennis

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reitable
inaccuracies do
Readers using th,s
rnformation do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for thee
ak.boties

Stockwell Wooden

(270)759-0501

fi

Green

6 5
8
7
2
3
1

Answer to previous puzzle
1
6
2
5
8
4
7
9
3

r

2

5

7
1_

__?
4 9

4

You ciin coma on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
Hill Electric
ios6
24 HOUR SERVICE
Re, Com & Ind
Liten,ed & in,ured
- hip. et small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lan
:
it-is
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733i

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp

Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
hoe
work.
track
Installation and repair
on septic Systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.

,i78 0404

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ROOFING t icensed
in!. ured
fully
and
Home
Adam's
Improvement

270-227-2617

HAPPV BIRTHDAV for 'Tuesday: Oct. 26. 2010:
I his year. you will be open to treiti unique opportunities that come
theeigh a partnership or through individuals. Sometimes you
become extremely critical or hard on yourself. Learn ways of relaxing and letting go. Remember. no one is perfect. including you. Put
yourself 100 percent into whatever you do. Be willing to rev. ise your
style. If you are single. you meet people with case. and they feel
your intensity. Though you might want a close bond. chocising the
right person rather than the first person is key. If yriii are attached.
the two of you benefit from sharing more. Make spec rat tithe together more often. GEMINI helps you ten) in on the basics.

Tht
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p-4
serr,fal crver, numbers rhe rptlect PS /3, ppl.c
n the empty squares so that each row, each ;:olumr and each
3x3 box congeals the same number only once The dOculty levet
.11W* Concepts Sudoku mcfeeres Iran Morcirer to Sunday

SUDOKU

8

Check

27'0283-7971
www.2welelicAteat

Tree
S
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

1

BRANDS'

270-7,53-1713

No tob too small

The Last Roof You
Need!s
Will Ever
it4t

'

7

AL L

Ward Elkins

Cc-re:fete Repair

(270)227-6238

Concepts SudoKu

ApphanCe,
Repair

on the

3 CRETE, LLC

Hall Proof. Tax Rebate,
Energy Star

'

by Jacqueline Bigar
cy to tum away from new ideas. This is a passage. but be aware of
it Invest in property. Help a family member. Pick and choose where
you spend your funds. Tonight: Follow the music.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Use your instincts with a partner and financial matter. You
could feel pulled in different directions. Communication excels.
reflecting more of who you are Put 100 percent into vvhatever you
do. Tonight. Hang out with a pal.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Listen to what others are sharing. Though you might not be
happy about the demands of a friendship. look at the big picture.
Your instincts lead you with a money matter. You don't have to take
the lead Tonight Say "yes" to an offer.

Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-sii. -Difficult

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Make it easy. and you will find out that others appreciate your

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** You can and will make a difference Listen to news that is

efforts. Sometimes matters become way too serious for everyone
involved You could question which is the best way to go Tonight,
Run errands on the way home.

forthcoming. Maintain a serious profile when dealing with someone
you put on a pedestal. Take a stand. knowing what needs to be done.
Let a talk happen Tonight: Chatting up a storm

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Be aware of what is happening financially You could be a little too tired to deal with a situation. Try to get a new perspective
through a brainstorming session Read between the lines when dealing with a neighbor or sibling Tonight. Follow the music

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are personality plus Dont take another person s reaction personally. This person could be a bit uptight lately Discussione
with a key associate lead to new ideas. You have the ability to
resolve your differences. Tonight- All smiles.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take your time with a family matter. You might need to juggle
different concerns more carefully Let your creativity bubble forth in a

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your playful ways draw many. However. some choose to
judge you. and actually could slam a door shut -- for now Slay open
and don't react. Given time. this person could change his or her
mind You might welcome a break from this person Tonight, Let your
hair down.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Stay close to home. which might look like staying in contact via phone. Let a partner know Mat your pnorities might not be in
sync with his or hers Know that this situation is a passage rattier
than a permanent situation. Tonight, At home

BORN TODAY
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton (1947), actress Jaclyn
Smith (1947). Grammy winner Keith Urban (1967)
•••

brainstorming session A new relationship or a child makes you
smile. Tonight: Get needed sleep

Please Re-Elect

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Zero in on what you want. You could be overly serious and

PAT SCOTT

tired. Recognize that that attitude will get you nowhere. Focus on a
key goal within a meeting Working as a team to build greater security produces many interesting ideas. Tonight Where the action is

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Be careful when taking a stand with a boss Your creativity
emerges when dealing wrth those in charge. Communication is
starred. Let go of a sense of insecurity You have a lot more to offer
than you realize Tonight Working as late as need be

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**9 ** Reach out for more ltlorniatiOtt YOu might have a •triden-

will work

YOU.-

MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL
#11 mi the ballot
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Looking Back
len years ago
Published is a picture of Jim
and Rowena Wilburn. 1999-2000
Lions of the Year in the Murray
I.rins Club ..-ollecting used eve
glasses at a recent Make-a-Dif•
ference Day at Roy Stewart Si.,
dium
-Ten Oce nee. will be giYen
to each persor, who loins The
National Arbor f>ay Foundation
during (ktober
Statc Rep Mike Cherry of
he on the campus
Prinseton w
of Murray State University Oct.
.4) to talk about government and
public affair% at the next meeting
of the MS3 chapter of PRSSA
Twenty years ago
Murray An Guild, Murray Civic
Music Association and Playhouse
in the Park were jaesented check%
by the Business Council for the
Arts from proceeds of Me Spring
Potpoum held at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Debbie Tidwell of Murray
received the Kentucky Association
for Counseling and Development
1KACDt Guidance Award for Program Excellence at the state conference on Oct. 12.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr and Mr% Eddie D.
Thompson. and a girl to Roger
and Debi Jones.
'Thirty years ago
A public hearing concerning a
proposed payroll tax in the city
of Murray has been set for 7 p.m.,
Oct. 30 by the Murray City Council in the auditonum of the Special Education Building at Murray State University.
Max Parker, Calloway County
Attoiney. and Dr C.C. Lowry,
Murray City Councilman, discussed
the amhulance tax referendum at
a meeting of Me local chapter of
League of Women Voters.
Emily Wolfson will present the
program on "Water Colors" at the
meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Oct. 27. Hostesses will be Toni Hopson. Marion Fox. Eva Morris. Pam Scott

and Jo Oakley
Forty years ago
Joe Dick. president of the Bank
of Murray. ha.% been named the
Outstanding Agnculture Alumnus
of the Year by the Agricultural
Aluntra Club at Murray State University
Two Calloway women. Miss
Erin Montgomery and Mrs Delia
Graham. were honored for haying been
member of a homemaker, club continuously for 50
vears at a meeting of the Purchase Area Homemakers held at
Ken Bar Inn. Gilbertsville.
Mrs Emily Wolfwai spoke about
"Kentucky Crafts" at a meeting
of the Zeta Depanment of the
Murray Woman's Club
Fifty years ago
Deanna Hughes cif Crossville,
III_ was named football homecoming queen at MUnri1!" State
College Her attendants were Nancy
Owen and Sandra Haydea of Kuttaw a Murray State lost to Tennessee Tech 14-12
Dr E H Oakley, chiropractor.
has opened offices in Dr Castle
Parker's building at North Fifth
and Walnut Streets. Murray.
The Martin's Chapel. New
Hope. and Sulphur Springs
Methodist Churdhes will hold a
charge wide service on Oct. 30
at Martin's Chapel Church.
An ad featuring the new Princess
telephone by the Southern Bell
Telephone Company is published
today.
Sixty years ago
Thirty dogs have been poisoned in the area of Murray State
College over the past few weeks,
according to local law officials.
Another death was reponed yesterday
Mrs B.F. Scherffius of College Presbyterian Church. Murray.
was elected to office as president
of Western Kentucky Presbyterial Also attending from the Murray' church was Mrs. Orval H.
Austin. Miss Mary Broccn. Mrs.
Charles Crawfod. Mrs. F.D. Mellen
and Mrs. Zeffie Woods.

Big expense of a big wedding Disorder causes cloudy vision
DE:AR DR. GOTT: Is1) moth- drops and ointments. infection ot
gives bride's parents pause er-in-Id%
is 70 years old She the cornea brought on by bacte.
\14. \BIM Our daughter
_
boyfriend.
'Dam).- is .22 Ihc. plan to be
married (ince they graduate from
college Danny is
wonderful
young man who loses ou, daughter very much
Danny'. parents have an expensive home, two new cars. a boat
and a vacation
home
They do not
help their son
financially -even with college Danny
works
full
time. attends
school
full
time and pays
all of hi,
expenses
N'hat
conBy Abigail
,erns me is
Van Buren
that he ha.s
car payment. a school loan And
Is using a credit card to buy an
engagement ring for Joy
Joy and Danny. would like a
big. eypensise wedding. Although
we would like to clo that for our
daughter. we are reluctant about
spending so much for a wedding.
knowing that afterward they. will
have to pay off all of Danny's
bills. Should we voice our concerns to our daughter or keep our
mouths shut.
'We don't want to
start out as had in-laws -- LOVING DAD IN UTAH
DEAR LOVING DAD: Your
daughter's fiance appears to be a
fine young man with a lot of
responsibility on his shoulders. As
a caring parent. by all means
express your concern to both of
them. And when you do. consider offering them the alternative
of scaling down the wedding and
using the balance of the money
to retire some of his debt. I can't
imagine a more considerate and
loving gift than that for them.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: Please let people know how careful they need

to he when referring sOffIC Ofle•
particu
101 hOITIC improYement work
I hired a man to do some
repairs in my home Before the
lob was completed. I was telling
others what a great deal I go
and handing out his contact information to people I didnt know
well
Abby the man turned out to
be el fraud, and hace i eser lear-ned
my lesson Please warn your readers not to refer anyone until the v
mice been thoroughly checked out
the work ha, been completed and
enough time has gone hy to ensure
there were no hidden prohlems with
the person's work In these times
when so many people are trying
to save where they can. there an..
crooks just waiting to prey on
another victim.
1 arn sorry now because I can t
contact these people to warn them
not to do business with the man,
and I'm afraid I have been instrumental in their being conned. -TRULY REGRETFUL IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR REGRETFUL: I'm
sorry you were taken advantage
of. hut pleased to have the opportunity to remind readers they should
be careful about making recommendations until they are certain
they can vouch for the person's
ability and integr:ty. Anyone investing in home improvements should
insist the person has good references and is licensed and insured.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a wonderful man who is
a widower Our question Is this:
When a couple divorces. the two
refer to each other as their "ex.'
But because his wife died. how
should she he referred to? It doesn't seem nght to call her his ex.
-- CURIOUS IN PALM SPRINGS
DEAR CURIOUS: With anyone who does not already know
that your fnend is a widower, she
should be referred to as "his late
wife.'

Today In Illstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Oct 25. the
298th dav of 2010 There are 67
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 25. 1910. "America
the Beautiful." was fitst published
On this date;
In 1760. Britain's Ktng George
111 succeeded his late grandfather,
George II.
In :854, the "Charge of the
Light Brigade- took place during
the Crimean War as an F,nglish
brigade of more than 600 men,
13

El

E3

NIurray Ledger St Times

Dr. Gott

Mots From Hololso
facing hopeless odds. charged the
Russian army and suffered heavy
losses.
In 1859. radical abolitionist John
Brown went on trial in Charles
Town, Va., for his failed raid at
Harpers Ferry.
In 1929. former Interior Secretary Albert B. Fail was convicted in Washington, D.C. of accepting a $100.000 bribe from oil
tycoon Edward L. Doheny.
In 1957, mob boss Albert Anastasia of -Murder Inc.- notoriety
was shot to death in a barhei

shop inside the Park Sheraton
Hotel in New York.
In 1960. the Buloca Watch Co.
introduced
its
electronic
"Accutron" model.
In 1962. U.S. ambassador Adlai
E. Stevenson presented photographic evidence of Soviet-huilt missile bases. in Cuba to the U.N.
Security Connell.
In 1983. a U.S.-led force invaded Grenada at the order of President Ronald Reagan, who said
the action was needed to protect
U.S. citizens there.
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Mett the
Neighbors
Dear
Readers:
Vv'e wanted
to
revisit
some classic
LETTRS
0
•
F
by
THOUGHT
Heloise
from
the
Heloise Files
that are funny.
interesting or just a good htnt.
Here's one letter:
"I get my energy'. motivation
and enthusiasm by liking my
new neighbors. When a new
family' moves into the neighborhood, I have a get-acquainted
coffee hour for them. Introductions and household tips are
exchanged. For a fun thing that's
helpful, we prepare a map of
our street with the names and
addresses of everybody. filled in.
"The guests add their home
telephone number, names of family members. etc. The map then
can be kept by the newcomer's
phone for easy. reference. By
know ing your neighbors. you
can help each other by watching each other's property dunng
vacations and by feeling free to
call in an emergency. -- Dorothee"

Sounds a little like a scene
out of the TV show "Desperate
Housewives," but this is a real
lertei printed in 1981! -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO.
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antoniu, TX 7E279-5000
Fax: I-210-HELOISE
E-mail.
HeloisetafiHeloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: The plastic container that flushable wipes come
in can be used:
'
3 For storage of trinkets.
* To hold desk supplies. such
as paper clips. rubber bands and
staples.
* As a makeup case when
vacationing.
Margarette Marten'. via email
Thanks. Margarette. for these
handy reuse hints. Please see
the following hint for another
makeup hint:
MAKEUP BAG
Dear Heloise: I work in an
office and have an extra makeup bag in my desk for some of
nty personal items, such as travel sewing kit, clear nail polish,
eyedrops. mirror, lipstick and
some other small items. -- A
Reader, via e-mail

CRAB APPLE DISPOSAL
Dear Heloise: We have several ornamental tlowenng crab
apple trees that bear fruit. These
tiny crab apples can be a danger to walkers and are a messy
nuisance in the drivev.ay Sweeping them into a dustpan %V k1S
backbreaking until it occurred
to me to pick them up with my
husband's shop vacuum! Now I
can clean them from under the
shrubs and out of the grass. too!
Be sure to empty the vacuum
so the fruit doesn't ferment. -Linda Sacra in Roswell, N.M.
Linda. by definition a crab
apple is approximately 2 inches
or less in diameter. The shop
vacuum 1 have (it's really my
husband David's) would not be
able to suck these up, but if
yours does and it doesn't harm
the vacuum. I say go for it! -Heloise
WHITE NAILS
Dear Heloise: To keep French
nails white while gardening, I
put baby, powder on my hands
and especially under the nails.
1 put on vinyl gloves. then gardening gloves. After removal. I
clean my nails with a toothbrush. White every time! -- E:Aie
in Erie, Pa.
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never had a need to see an eye na or fungi from contact lenses
doctor until last week. when she that have not been cleaned propscratched her :.ye She found a local erly . dry eyes. which can result
ophthalmologist who told her that from antihistamines. nasal deconshe has Fuchs' disease. something gestants. antidepressants and tranquilizers, herpes zoster (shingle,
she had never heard of befoce.
As a coincidence. I decided produced by the v.ancella-zosier
afld ocular herpey, a recursince I turned 50 recently that it
rent viral intection caused by the
K3S time for me to have my ey:s
checked. Lo herpes-simplex virus.
A less common disorder is
and behold.
and hundreds known as Fuchs' (dystrophy. a
dollars slowly progressing disease that
of
later. I had an ordinanly affects both eyes The
exam and was condition is slightly more comtold that I mon in women than in men and
needed glass- can be detected in its earliest
es. Vo hen I stages when a person IS in his or
asked my eye her mid-30s: however. the dise.,...
doctor about rareiy affects a person's
Fuchs'.
he until the age of 50 or older
Fuchs' occurs when the cells
told
MC
briefly about that line the inside of the blood
the condition. vessels detenorate for no apparBy
Dr Peter Gott Can you tell ent reason With the continuation
of the loss of cells. the endothe113C more?
DEAR READER: The outer- lium cannot function efficiently.
most layer of the eye is known enough to pump fluid out of the
as the cornea it doesn't contain connective tissue. The cornea
any. blood vessels to nourish or swells, and vision becomes disprotect it. but it gets its nourish- torted. Over time. the epithelium
ment from the aqueous humor will take on fluid that will result
behind the eyes and from tears. in visual impairment. pain and a
Its purpose is to protect the eye visual haze
from dehns. dust and germs. In
In the early stages. a person
order for a person to see well. may awaken with blurred vision
all five layers of the cornea must that will clear as the day probe free of any cloudy areas. Visu- gresses. This occurs because the
al disorders are quite common. cornea is thicker in the morning
affecting about t20 mtllion peo- as it ratains fluids during sleep
ple in the United States. causing that evaporate during the day.
them to wear glasses Of contact With progression of the disease.
lenses. TIve disorders to which I the swelling will remain constant
refer are known as refractive errors. and vision will be reduced throughThey affect the cornea and include OUI waking hours.
myopia (nearsightedness), hyperTreatment will begin by reducopia (farsightednesst and astigma- ing the swelling with the help of
tism (uneven curvature of the. drops. ointments or soft contact
cornea).
lenses. When the disease affects
Some of the more conunon quality of life by. interfering with
disorders of the cornea include normal daily activities. a corneal
allergies that rnay be the result transplant might he in order. At
of a prescribed medication. ani- this stage. the succeis rate for
mal hair. eye makeup, mascara. this surgery. is good. howevrer. longpollen and more; pinkeye (con- term survival of the new cornea
junctivitis), which can be caused might be a problem that will have
by a viral or bacterial infection; to be addressed. Fuchs' generally
irritants in the environment; eye- affects both eyes equally.
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Existence
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PREP
GIRLS SO(( I It

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: MURRAY STATE 38, EASTERN ILLINOIS 28

wo in a row!

Staff Report

DEFENSE COMES THROUGH IN
CLUTCH, LIFTS RACERS TO EVEN
CONFERENCE RECORD

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CHARLESTON. III. — Murray
State's defense isn't going to pass for a
particularly effective unit as far a.s points
surrendered and yardage allowed.
Unlike the offense, the Rac, 'D' isn't
breaking any records.
But on Saturday, it was Murray State's
defense that picked up the offense's slack
in the fourth quarter. turning in a rocksolid performance in the final period for
the third consecutive outing to secure a
38-28 victory over Eastern Illinois. their
first win in the Ohio Valley Conference's
northern outpost since 1998.
Thanks in part to a third quarter in
which the Racers held on to the football
for more than 10 minutes. a well-rested
defense put the clamps on EIU down the
stretch, stifling four Panther drives and
turning in a red-zone stand that all but
sealed the victory when the home squad
missed a 39-yard field goal attempt with
3:35 left.
"I guess it's just whenever we have
our backs toward the goal we get a difle -ent look in our eyes. we know we
have to make a play and make the game
turn a different way," said senior linebacker Zach Kutch. who led the Racers
with 10 tackles on the day.
"With that (third-quartert stretch. we
were definitely rested up when we came

PREP CROSS
COUNTRI

Up Next
Murray State at
Eastern Kentucky

Sparks,
Lady
Tigers
take 5th

When: Saturoay 2 p m
Where: Roy Kidd Stachurn (Richmond Ky )
TV: Wazoo Sports
Radio: WFGS 103 7 Flit
Records: AtSU 3-4 12-2. OVC). EKU 2-5 (1-2.
OVC)
Last meeting: EKu won 2.3-13 .n 2009
Series: EKU ieads 40-25-4

out," Kutch said."We had a four-and-out
the next series, so that stretch definitely
helped us out."
'The win was Murray State's first over
Eastem Illinois since 2002. when Shane
Andrus' field goal as time expired at Roy
Stewart Stadium gave the Racers their
most recent conference title.
MSU improved its record to 3-4 overall and an even 2-2 in the conference and
extended Eastern Illinois' misery as the
Panthers dropped to 0-8 overall and 0-6
in the OVC.
Turnovers had b‘,.en the EIU's
Achilles heel until Saturday — they
came in ranked last nationally in FCS in
turnover margin — but the Panthers
played one of their better games against
the Racers and didn't cough up the ball
once.
•See RACERS,12

SENIOR RECEIVER LEADS RACER
WIDEOUTS AT EASTERN ILLINOIS

10-25

LADY TIGERS
FACE BOWLING
GREEN AT 7 P.M.

After claiming their tirst-ever
First Region championship last
Wednesday
by
defeating
Marshall County 2-1, the
Murray High Lady Tigers welcome Bowling Green into
Mallary France Soccer Complex
tonight in their sub-sectional
matchup of the state toumament.
Murray High currently stands
at 15-7-0, while Bowling Green
enters a gaudy 18-3-1.
The
Purples
defeated
Greenwood 2-1 to claim the
Fourth Region championship
last week. and have done well
against the two teams' common
opponents.
Both Murray High and
Bowling Green were at the
Daviess County Classic earlier
in the season, but did not meet.
Bowling Green took down
Graves County 3-0 and Central
Hardin 1-0, while the Lady
Tigers beat Owensboro 6-1. but
fell to Daviess County 2-1.
'The
Purples
defeated
Owensboro during the regular
season 1-0, but, like Murray. fell
to Daviess County 2-1.
Murray defeated Graves
County, who lost 3-0 to Bowling
Green, by an aggregate score of
14-3 this season. including an 82 victory in the Second District
semifinals.
As for common opponent
Daviess County (22-2-1). one of
the Lady Panthers two losses
came on the road against
Marshall County 9-3. the team
Murray High defeated in die
First Region championship
match.
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger Times
The winner of tonight's
murray State junior defensive end Matt Johnson (93) and junior defensive back Erik Fennell combine to bring down Eastern Illinois wide receiver
It was the defense that preserved the Racers' win in the fourth quarter, matchup will see the winner of
Erik Lora during the first half Saturday at O'Brien Stadium in Charleston,
the
Daviess
stopping the Panthers on four consecutive possessions.
County/Hopkinsviile match in
the sectionals.
Kickoff tonight is set for 7
p.m.

TETREVI
WINKLER I,EAD
CALLOWAY*
Staff Report

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & T,,nes

Quarterback Casey Brockman (left). receiver Arthur Brackett and running back Mike Harris celebrate a 25-yard Brockman-to-Harris touchdown pass in the second quarter Satureay at Eastern Illinois. The touchdown gave Murray Stilte a 14-7 lead.

Daniels finally enjoys moment in spotlight
32

Murray
hosts
Sectional
tonight

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CHARLESTON, Ill. -Rashad Daniel:: is one of those
guys who comes to work every
day. does his job. and often gets
overlooked.
Not Saturday
Daniels, a 6-foot-1. 180-

pound wide receiver from
Kissimmee, Fla., was a big reason for the Racers victory at
Eastem Illinois. hauling in 12
passes tOr 117 yards, including
five catches during a crucial
third-quarter scoring drive that
culminated in the go-ahead field
goal.

File senior
been a
persteady
former for the
Racers all season at a position that has
(tipsybeen
—
turvy. Daniels'
Daniels
playing time
has been extended by the
absence of Patrick Robertson
has

"Vv'e. gOt so many weapons
and Ja-Vonta Frotter
issues) and the injuries suffered out there," said head coach
by Marcus Harris and Daniel Chns Hatcher. "One day, Arthur
(Brackett) has a big day, one day
Ard.
But thc things he does, such (Marcus Harris) has a big day.
as blocking downfield, often (Dexter) Barnett and Daniels.
don't show, up on the stilt sheets. they sometimes get lost in the
On Saturday, however, they shuffle a bit.
"Today. (Eastern Illinois)
did.
It vvas finally Daniels' day to was covering the outside a little
turn in a big outing catching the
•See DANIELS, 12
hall.

Both the Calloway County
and Murray High cross country
teams were in action this
Saturday. with Calloway traveling to Hopkinsville for the
Christian County Invitational,
and the Tigers traveling to
Owensboro for the Apollo
Invitational.
For Murray High, it was
eighth-grader Kenzley Sparks
leading the way Saturday, finishing fifth overall with a time
of 21:53.90.
Sparks came into the race
ranked 15th based on personalbest times and improved her
spot 10 places to lead Murray
to a team fifth-place finish.
Seventh
grader
Claire
Wilson anti junior Heatherly
Paschall finished 4Ist and 42nd
with times of 26:26.10 and
26:34.80,
with
freshman
Jessica Vance finishing 44th
with a time of 27:22.70.
Also on the girls side for
Murray High, seventh grader
Zan Speed finished 46th with a
tinie of 27:38.00. while eighth
See XC, 12
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Racers
advance to
OVC Tourney
with tie at
Eastern III.

SPORTS

Murray I.edger & Times

•Racers

F rom Page 11
But the defense, as they
E1U took a 21-14 lead into
have begun to do in clutch situhalftime behind a strong first
ations. answered.
halt from quarterback Jimmy
"Those guys played hard.
Garoppolo. who went 14-for-I5 School
OvC(Overall)
and we made the stops when we
over the lust 30 minutes of play SE Misso
uri St. 6-0 (7-1) needed to
Nobody can protect your AIMQ
make them," Hatcher
Apr
and finished the day with 364
Jacksonville St
any better than we can!
5-0 (8-0) said. "Anytime you get a road
yards.
Tenne
ssee Tech 3-2 (4-4) win. it's always tough, always
211S 12th St • Murray. KY 753-3415 .
But the Racers made a defen11 0
Van Hayeritock
Insurance
sive adjustment in the third UT r.1,,ii,,
3-2 (4-4) good."
•
Thoug
h
quarter, which Hatcher credited Murray State
the Racers won.
2-2 (3-4)
they were officially eliminated
to coordinator Ashley Anders, Austin Peay
SCOREBOARD
1-3 (2-5)
from the OVC title hunt via
and came out with an aggressive Easte
From MSU Athletics
rn Kentucky 1-2 (2-5) Southeast
KMSAA Sports
South
Missoun's 40-21 vicSenior goalkeeper Tara Isbell approach on offense.
Girls Soccer
Tennessee St
W
L T Pct
0-4 (3-5) tory over Eastern Kentucky.
Running back Mike Harris
Today
made four saves as the Murray.
Atlanta
5 2 0 714
Eastern Illinois 0-6 (0-8)
State Tournament
Even if SEMO loses its last
Tampa Bay
4
State w•omen's soccer team quickly tied the game on a 682
0 667
Bowling Green at Murray 7 p
New Orleans
two conference games. it would
4 3 0 571
Thursday. Oct. 21
advanced
to
State Football
the
OVC yard scamper up the middle, UT Martin 52. Lambut
Carolina
1
5
0
h
167
21
still own the tiebreaker over the
Satuniay
Championship Sunday after- then the kickoff squad executed
North
Saturday, Oct. 23
Georgia 44 Kentucky 31
Racer
s
thank
s
to
a
Eastern
a
high
headIllinois
onside kick which they
to-head
W
28. Murray St 38
nuon with a 0-0 tie at Eastern
L T Pct
Louisville 26, Connecticut 0
Chicago
SE Missoun St. 40. Eastern Ky 21
victory in Murray earlier this
4 3 0 571
Western Kentucky 54, LouisianaIllinois in Charleston. III., to recovered at the Panther 35- Jackson
Green Bay
ville St. 56. Austin Peay 3
4 3 0 571
seaso
n.
Lafayet
te 21
yard-line.
complete regular season play.
Minnesota
Tenn Tech 21. Tennessee St 10
2 4 0 333
Detroit
Then, on 4th-and-goal from
1
Saturday, Oct. 30
5 0 167
Isbell stopped txtth Eastern
Murray St
14 0 14 10- 38
WORLD SERIES
Aushn Feay at Eastem Illinois. 1 30
Weld
Eastem III
pm
7 14 7
Illinois shot attempts in over- the two, head coach Chris UT Martin at SE Missour
Wednesday, Oct. 27
7 - 28
•
L
T Pct
i S... 1
Texas at Se, F 'di ,SCO. 6 57 p m
time to record her eighth shutout Hatcher gambled again, giving Murray SI at Eastem Kentucky.p2mp m
Seattle
4 2 0 667
First Quarter
Thursday. Oct. 28
Anzona
3 3 0 500
MSU - Mr Hams 18 rUn (Cullen
of the season and 25th of her Harris the ball for a two-yard
Texas
at
San
Francisco. 6 57 p m
Kick)
St Louis
3 4 0 429
touchdown dive to give Murray both of which EIU gave the 11 37
career.
Saturday, Oct. 30
San Francisco
1
6 0 143
EIU - Ricks 45 pass from Garopp
Racers with regularity.
San Francisco at Texas 5 57 p m
olo
"Both teams played a hard- State a 28-21 lead, completing a
kick) 7 58
Sunday. Oct. 31
"They played loose all night, (Berra
Sunday
Games
's
14-po
MSU
int
fought game in windy condi- Bracket 25 pass from Brockman
swing in a matter of
San Francisco at Texas 7 20 p m
Bellmore 37 Buttalo 34 OT
and the deep ball just wasn't (Cullen kick), 6t 11
Monday, Nov. 1
tions today. each team had three minutes.
Washington 17 Chicago 14
there.
"
Second
Hatch
San
Francisco at Texas it necessary
er
Ouarte
said.
r
"We took EIU
"We've got to play aggresAtlanta
chances to pick up the win,"
39, Cincinnati 32
Rocks 28 pass from Garoppolo
6 57 p m
(the
screen
s),
Tennessee 37, Philadelphia 19
and I thought we (Berra kick). 6 52
head coach Beth Acreman said. sive," said Hatcher. who called
Wednesday, Nov. 3
Pittsbu
rgh
move
3, Miami 22
d the ball well."
EIU - Lora 8 pass from Garopp
Texas at San Francisco necessary
olo (Berra
"Great game for JenneIle a fake punt later in the quarter
Tampa Bay 18. St Louis 17
kick) 1 01
6 57 p m
Danie
ls
was
Murra
y
State'
s
in
CleveLand 30. New Orleans 1 7
which Rashad Daniels took
Cunningham who was dangerThird Ouarter
Thursday. Nov. 4
Kansas City 42. Jacksonville 20
off for a I9-yard gain to keep leading receiver. hauling in 12 MSU Mi Hams 68 run (Cullen kick)
ous for us in the attack...
Texas at San 1,,,,,
,sco 11 necessary
Carolin
a 23. San Francisco 20
passe
s
for
14
117
29
yards and catch6 57 p m
Cunninghani had the lone the Racers' primary clock Seattle 22. Anzona 10
ing five balls (luring the crucial MSU - Mt Harris 2 run (Cullen kick)
Oaklan
d
59. Denver 14
MSU (4-11-4, 3-3-2) overtime chewing drive alive.
12 03
N y leNt tronal Football League
New England 23, San Diego 20
EIU - Wrght 31 pass hum Garopp
During that drive, they third-quarter drive.
shot, a saved attempt nearly five
All Times CD1
clo
Green
Bay 28. Minnesota 24
"When you get guys who just (Berra kick) 7 05
A M E RICANEC
,,O
stNFE BENCE
minutes in to the second over- would also convert two more
Monday's Gagne
Fourth Quarter
don't drop the football like
N Y. Giants at Dallas, 7.30 p m.
fourth downs.
time session.
MSU - FG Cullen 43 13 59
W
L T Pct
Rashad and Marcus(Hams)and MSU Ma harns
Sunday, Oct. 31
"I think early in the year we
5 pass from Brockrnan
Both teams had II shots and
Denver vs San Francisco at London
Arthur (Brackett) and Dexter (Cullen leek) 9 55
New England
5 1 °
0 83
four shots on goal in the match. didn't play as aggressive as we
833
3
noon
Mena
(Barnett), we can do that and
3 3 0 500
Washington at Detroit. noon
The Racers. the 6th seed probably should have," he said.
0 6 0 000
get four or five a pop,"
Buffalo at Kansas City. noon
TEAM STATISTICS
heatiing into next week's soccer "We're trying to build a team,
Carolina at St Louis, noon
Brockman said. "when you get
MSU
S°uW
ts
h L T Pct
EIU
championships, were guaranteed get a little swagger. We're just
Miami a! Cincinnati. noon
BTeunitnaebssee
29
four or five every play. that's a First downs
18
2 0 56
714
7
Jacksonville at Dallas. noon
Rushes-yards
their spot after UT-Martin was playing to win."
Houston
34-171
4 2
28-31
Green Bay at N Y Jets. noon
Comp.AttInt
Indianapolis
The Racers later cashed in on touchdown."
41-58-0 26-35-0
4
eliminated in a scoreless draw at
3 2
4 0 667
Tennessee at San Diego, 305 p m
Return yards
Murra
Jackson
ville
y
State
0
also
2
got
168 Passing
the eight-minute drive with a
Minnesota at New England, 3 15 p m
Southeast Missouri.
yards
318
North
356
rushi
ng
yards
Seattle at Oakland. 3- 15 p m
and three touch- Total yards
Murray State opens quarterfi- 43-yard Kienan Cullen field
489
W
5 L
387
i °
0
T ‘.3
2c9
3
t
Tampa Bay at Anzona, 3.15 p m
downs from Mike Harris, the Fumblesaost
2-2
nals action at the OVC goal, giving them a 31-28 lead
1-0
Pittsburgh at New Orleans. 7 20 p m
Penalti
es/yards
BaItimore
third consecutive game in which
P4ttsbu
rgb
5-60
4-42
5
2 4
2 0 3
733
14
Championships Thursday, Nov. that would hold up.
Monday, Nov. 1
Time of possession 30 29
cCilencveininaandto
29:31
Houston at Indianapolis. 7 30 p m
Offensively, the Racers got the junior college transfer has
-I against fifth seed Austin Peay
2 5 0 286
eclips
ed
the
RUSHI
100-y
NG - (Murray St) Mo. Harris
ard mark.
West
318 passing yards and two
at 7 p.m. at Morehead State.
Still, it wasn't a squeaky- 21-159. Diu-owls 1- 19, Bandy 6-8,
W
L T Pci
II In volleyball action touchdowns from sophomore
BroCkman 3-2, Barnes i(-6) (Eastern
o
KaanKs
ia
a
n
s
6City
4 2 0 667
Saturday. Murray. State fell in quarterback Casey Brockman, clean offensive performance for is.) VValker 6-30. M Williams 5-12,
3
2 4
5 0 4
20
z:
Whittaker 1-6, Nast. 1-2. Lora 2(-1).
San Diego
five sets to Austin Peay (25-18. who continued his record- the Racers.
Potempa
Garopp
olo
Murra
4(-12)
2
y
5
State
0
286
fumbled the PASSING
breaking ways, setting new
17-25. 20-25, 25-16, 13-15).
DenveNr ATIONALE
-(Murray St.) Brockman 41 .
CO
stNFERENCE
MSU single-game highs for ball once deep inside E1U terri- 58-0 318 (Eastern III.) Caroppolc 2635-0 356
W
L T Pct
both completions and attempts, tory in the first half and, in the RECEI
VING -(Murray SL) Daniels 12N Y Giants
fourth quarter, had the ball
4 2 0 667
going 4I-for-58.
117. Ma Hams 11-85. Brackett
Washin
gton
4 3 0 57
6-57.
21
Philadelphoa
Many of those were short taken away from Brackett after Barnett 4-16. Mi Harris 3-17, Brown 2-15,
Brady 2-4. Dunante 1-7 (Eastern NI.)
Dallas
1
4 0 200
outside screens and quick pass- a completion, giving the Lora
From Page 11
6-69. Wnght 5-77. Whittaker 5-47
Panthers the ball at their own
Ricks 4-114, Potempa 3-23 W.stie 1.31
graders Abigail Paschall and es over the middle to Daniels, 37.
Graves 1-5. Bruns 1(-10)
Etta Danielson finished 48th
and 49th with times of
111 Calloway County Little League basketball
28:28.00 and 28:28.70. Junior
sign-ups for boys and
gins in grades 2-5 will be held today from 6:30
Emily Bloemer finished 53rd From Page 11
to 7:30 p.m. and Tuesday
receiving in a mid-season Ohio I'm home
from
6:30
to
again.
7.30
p
These
m.
with a 30:24.30.
All
sign-u
coach
es
ps
will
be conducted in the CCHS gym
bit more. We were able to hit it Valley Conference game
is a far really believe in us and we
Entry fee is $40, and all players should
The Lakers were led on the over the inside, and that's
plan to participate in a brief evala tes- cry' from what Daniels was believe in them. and
uation
sessio
n
at
the
time
of
registr
ation.
I
boys side by freshman Eric tament to Casey
think this
For more information, contact
(Brockman) doing at the beginning of his program is going
coach Sivills (girls) at 762-7374 (ext. 707)
to go a long
Winkler. who finished 49th finding the open receiv
or coach Chapman (boys) at
college career.
293-2
er."
647.
way
with these coaches."
with a time of 19:19.84. Four
When that receiver was
He played for Bethel
sophomores srounded out the Daniels, it was almos
t exclu- College,
NAIA squad in
top-five for Calloway. with sively on short-yard
age passes McKenzie, Tenn., about an hour
Blake Wetherington placing over the middle. It wasn'
t flashy. south of Murray, before transfer71st with a 19:56.32. Chantry but it moved the sticks
for the ring to Murray State prior to the
Carroll placing 75th with a Racers and ate chunks
of time 2008 season.
20:02.50, Aaron Collie placing off the clix:k in the third
He redshirted in '08. then
quarter.
96th with a time of 20:56.50, allowing the defense to
appeared in eight games in
rest up.
and Zack Eels placing 10Ist
"The first half didn't go too 2009, catching 19 passes
.
with a 21:01.26.
well for our offense." Daniels
This season, he is the Racers'
The Lakers finished 15th said. "I felt like the second half, third-leadin
g receiver, having
overall in the team score.
I needed to step up. 'Soup' caught 37 passes for
341 yards,
On the girls side, Calloway (Harris) is the guy everybody an average
of 9.2 per catch and
was paced by sophomore depends on, but I felt
like I 48.7 yards per game.
Jordan Tetrev. who finished needed to step in, too, and help
"It's different." he said of his
25th with a time of 22:44.70. out the offense, and that's
what I senior year experience. "The
Seniors Kelsey Gray and Holli did."
speed is different, and with the
Wann finished 51 st and 76th,
Leading Murray State in new coaches we have. I
feel like
respectively, with Gray posting
a 24:52.54 and Wann coming in
at
26:28.13.
Sophomore
Kaitlyn Cory finished 87th
overall with a time of 29:16.70.
On the boys side for Murray,
Men's and Women's
the Tigers' top runner was
freshman Bobby LaJeret, who
Team Introductions
finished 86th with a 23:14.30.
Eighth grader Mitchell
and Scrimmages
Magistrate District #3
Bumb finished 95th with a
24:25.10. while Aaron Wilson
"For a Representative
finished 98th with a time of
Spirit Growls
of the People"
26:51.40.
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